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DOOR DIE
Knights head to Marshall facing possible
0-2 hole in C-USA-sEESPORTS,A7

'
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. A cappella group brings
fresh sound to campus
music scene.
-SEE NEWS,A2
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Parking
problems
pester
students

Students
called to
work in
election

Football hangtags
lead to hang-ups

Lou Frey Institute
aims to interest them
in eleetoral process

JENNIFER ALVIRA
Contributing Writer

JESSICA LINDBLAD

At home football games, students are given the option to park in
. student-only lots near the Citrus
Bowl using hangtags provided by
the Student Government Association, but for some student , the
hangtags fail to ease parking troubles.
Biology pre-professional major
Tamara Embrey was one of many
students to pick up her hangtag the
first day they were available °for the
UCF vs. USF game. Embrey said the
lots were barricaded when she
arrived, leaVing no way to gefinside.
"I wasn't able to park, they had
the road blocked off with con,es and
cops," Embrey said ''I tried to turn
left into the area but they [the
police] were like. 'no, you have to go
straight.' We couldn't get through."
Unable to park in the designated
. ,•
student lots, Embrey was forced to
pay $10 for a parking spot in a local
resident's backyard. She,. ~pent the
game:worrying about someone hit- ·
ting or breaking into her car.
''What made me mad is later on
they let someone through the
blocked-offarea after we tried to get
through," Embrey said ''I circled the
area about five times to try and get
through."
SGA Athletics and 'Ii:adition
Coordinator Brandon Delanois said
the lots may have been blocked off
for safety reasons, but if students
have a hangtag they should be able
to park without a problem.
'We have a parking service that
runs everything," Delanois said ''If
you're denied, that's when you go
see somebody in SGA ·that's working and say, 'hey I have a hangtag
and they closed down the lots:"
The distribution of hangtags
started about three years ago when
non-UCF students started parking
in the lots, leaving no room for UCF
students. After spots ai:e reserved
for volunteers and vendors, hangtags are then distributed five days
•' .
prior to game day on a first-come,
first-serve basis to UCF students

Contributing Writer

The Lou Frey Institute of Politics and Government at UCF has
joined a nationwide effort to
increase the number of young poll
workers ·a cross the country. Students who are registered to vote in
Orange County are being asked to
serve as poll workers in the Nov. 7
election.
Over the summer, UCF was
among 19 colleges in the nation to
receive a federal grant issued by the
United States Elections Assistance
Commission. The grant, given to
the Lou Frey Institute, is directed to
help engage students in the electoral process.
"The main point is to _try to get
college-age students more involved
in democracy," Aubrey Jewitt, one
of the project's co-directors at UCF,
said. ''A typical college kid has a lot
going on and doesn't always have

nnlel6he1p otlt W1th thetrconmm_..

nity."
So far, student response ,has
been mixed Javed Kahn, a political
science major, has been promoting
the job to classes on campus.
"Some are excited and have
shown interest, but others have had
a few issues such as scheduling and
transportation," Kahn said
According to the EAC, the average age of poll workers in the U.S is

...

72.

"In the past; polls have been
staffed with senior citizens because
t:Qey have the time," Jewitt said "It
is rare that people under the age of
30 get involved, so we are trying to
change that."
In an effort to increase student
participation, UCF has partnered
with Valencia Community College
East. The two colleges are the only
schools in Florida who received the
grant.
"For most of the poll positions
you must be registered to vote in
Orange County and most of the
Valencia students already live in the
county," Terri Fine, another codirector of the project at UCF, said
·~d because it is Valencia East,
there is a higher access to bilingual
students, which is a very positive

only.

i
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Hangtags are capped at 1,000 for
every home game and card readers
ensure students are only getting one
hangtag per student ID.
SGA Vice President Jared Stout
said SGA is not in charge of parking
but they are in charge of student
programming in the lots. If someone other than a UCF student parks
ID. the designated lots, the police tell
the car owner to leave immediately,
hesaid
"The parking lots sometimes do
PLEASE SEE

Undergra~uate and graduate
students frpm all majors are welcometo participate, but the last day
to sign up is Oct. 9. Students then
PLEASE SEE

NOVEMBER ON AS

GAME-DAY ON AS

Revantped SAT sees 7-point drop in '06 scores
Test now includes Algebra II, granimar, essays,
excludes analogies, quantitative comparisons .

't.·

thing.''

tions.
"You want to compare the test results
of one, or two or three series of classes
before you can draw a conclusion from
the data, one year of testing really doesto
a
decrease
in
the
number
of
students
WILLIAM RICHARDS
who had taken the test more than once. n't provide enough evidence:•
Contributing Writer
. SAT instructor Rex Roberts
According to College Board officials,
Recently the College Board students who take the SAT more than · explained that the SAT was reformatted
announced that the average combined once typically see a 30-point increase in in order to replace sections of the old
test that weren't as relevant to a stuSAT scores for the math and critical their combined scores.
Proponents of the new SAT, imple- dent's college career.
reading sections for the class of 2006
In the math portion ofthe SAT, quansaw a 7-point drop from the previous mented in March 2005, say that the drop
titative
comparisons got the axe and
in
scores
isn't
very
significant.
year. 1biS is the biggest single year drop
Gordon Chavis, vice president of were'replaced by Algebra II. In the critin SAT scores since 1975.
College Board's president, Gaston · UCF Undergraduate Admissions, ical-reading section, the dreaded analoCaperton, attributed the decline in part believes it is too early to make predic- gies section has been dropped, and a

grammar and essay section have been

added Chavis said that the new sections
were designed to address subjects that
high school students are more familiar
witli, and at the same time measure
their compet~ncy in subjects they are
more likely to encounter in college.
These changes also mean that the
new SAT is $41.50, twice the price of the
old one, and takes another half hour to
complete.
Richard Ferguson, a guidance counselor at University High School, attnbuted the extra demands of the new SAT
to the decline in test scores at his school
'Tm sure the added time is exhausting to students. We're also a middle
PLEASE SEE
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·Touchscreen Tech- Oversees
touchscreen voting equipment and
provides assistance to disabled
voters.
• Deputy- Maintains order outside
the polling place and greets voters.
• PR/PL Inspector- Locates voters in
registration books and allows
voters to receive ballots.
• Ballot Issuer- Issues ballots to
voters.
·Tabulator Inspector- Instructs
voters when depositing paper
ballots into the vote tabulator.
• Internet Oath Person- Processes
provisional ballots and verifies
voters in question.
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News and noticesfor
the UCF comnumity

Keep current with headlines
.you may have missed

Tutor volunteering

Man charged in shooting deaths of
4 children, 1adult in mobile home

Volunteer UCF will take part
in a tutoring event today, with a
carpool meeting at the Visual
Arts Building at 3:15 p.m., and
returning at 7:30 p.m.
The event will take place at
Family & Friends United, and
· the tutors will be working with
children ages 12-17 on a variety
of subjects.
For more information, contact Volunteer UCF at (407) 8236471.

Body-image show
The Recreation and Wellness Center is bringing playwright Michael Feldman to
UCF to present his one-man
show Musclebound today from
8-10:30 p.m. in the Pegasus Ballroom of the Student Union.
The free show explores the
issues of male body image
through the stories of three different men.
For more information, contact Kim Halliday at (407) 8232408.

•

Harmonizing has never sounded

Free movie tickets
Campus Activities Board's
Culture and Fine Arts Committee will be giving out tickets to
the movie The Science of Sleep
today and Tuesday at the front
desk of Room 208 in the Student
Union.
The movie will be shown at
the Enzian Theater at 9-30 p.m.
on Tuesday, and free tickets will
be given out to the first 75 students. Students must bring their
student ID to receive a ticket.
For more information~ contact Jonathan Scarboro at (407)
823-6471.

Campus a cappella
group to perform
first UCF concert
ILEANA RODRIGUEZ
Contributing Writer

Art gallery talk
Carla Poindexter will hold an
informal gallery talk on Tuesday
in the Visual Arts Building,
Room 140A, from noon until'
12:30p.m.
She will discuss her work,
which is included in the current
exhibition of artwork done by
faculty members.
For more information, contact Janet Kilbride at (407) 8233161._ .

Using their voices as
instruments and singing in
harmony, Contemporary A
Cappella is a new musical
group with a ~erent sound
that can be heard at tJCF.
A cappella is a style of perCOURTESY CONTEMPORARY ACAPPEUA
formance that is conducted Top: The Crescendudes, one of four groups that make up Contemporary
ACappella, sing.
solely through vocal means.
Bottom: Ten members of the 15-voice contemporary singing group The Bellatones pose.
"Ifs a form of music using
voices and no instruments, it tones; Stangl enjoys this
Even though the club did
includes a lot of harmonies," ' unique form of singing.
take some time to evolve,
said 20-year-old junior Alexis
·~ cappella is a lot of fun,"
Bighash couldn't be happier
Stangl, secretary of Contem- she said. "We do music in a with its success.
porary A Cappella.
new way, and it's very excit"I started planning the
Contemporary A Cappella ing.''
gr<;mp with Joy Shively [cois the first and only a cappella
Leila Bighash, a senior founder and president] in fall
group on campus. It consists political science and advertis- 2004, and by the following
of four different groups: The ing/public relations major, semester we were organized
Bellatones, The Crescen- and co-founder of Contempo- and had the club going,''
dudes, The Knightingales and rary A Cappella, couldn't Bigbash said
.
an un-named mixed group.
agree more.
It may have taken some
The Bellatones is a
'We are here to entertain," time, but the club has already
women's ensemble of 15 voic- she said '1t's a new perform- earned recognition. Winning
es that performs contempo- ing arts group on campus."
third place in the Society of
rary music you might hear on
Involved in a high school a Women Engineer's talent
the radio. The Crescendudes cappella group, Bighash want- show in spring 2005, Contemis a male group that ~rforms ed to bring something differ- porary A Cappella also had
various types of contempo- ent to UCF.
the chance to perform in the
rary and standard a cappella.
'1 love it [singing], and the Burnett Honors College comThe Knightingales is another club has been a great success,'' mencement ceremony over
women's group.
she said "I'm so proud to have the summer.
,
A member of the Bella- started iL"
'We were shocked that.we

Career Fair and Expo semina=r~Career SeI'Vlces Bf E:Xpenential Leaming will host aseminar
on career fairs and expos on
Tuesday at the Career Resource
Center, Building 7F, Room 185
from 4-4:45 p.m.
The seminar is designed to
help students succeed when
they attend career fairs and
expos.

For more information, con- ·
tact Bill Blank at (407) 823-2361.

Percussion concert
The UCF Percussion Department will hold a concert tonight
in the Rehearsal Hall, Room 116.
from 8-10 p.m.
The concert will feature the
music of comp0ser Steve Reich.
For more information, contact Jeff Moore at (407) 823-6181.

passed for the fall semester,

Bighash encourages anyone
who may be interested to
audition for the spring 2006
semester.
· "Our big auditions are held
every fall semester, but we'll
_h ave a few openings this
spring," she said "Some of our
members, including myself,
will be graduating."
Contemporary A Cappella
can be seen performing at various mic nights throughout
the UCF and Central Florida
area
For additional information,
please visit http://www.contempacappella.com.

LOCAL WEATHER
Tuesday

TODAY IN DETAIL

LET US KNOW
The · Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to (407) 4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for the
Monday edition, 5 p.m. Monday
for the Wednesday edition, and
5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday
edition.

won third place, because that
was our first performance
ever," Stangl said. "It was
exciting; we're trying to get
recognized"
Recognition is only the
beginning. The Contemporary A Cappella group wants
to show off their talent to UCF
in their first-ever a cappella
concert. The event is to be
held Oct. 28 at 7:30 p.m. on
campus. Joining the singers
will be groups from Embry
Riddle, FSU and possibly UF.
'1 think we're ready for this;
I would love to see the audience's reaction," Bighash said
'With a cappeµa you get more
of a chance to show off your
personality and have more
fun."
Although auditions have

Today

Today: Sunny skies. Winds northeast
at 10 to 15 mph.

SUNNY

High: 90° Low: 71°

Tonight: Mostly clear sky. Winds
east-northeast at S to 10 mph;

PARTLY CLOUDY

~Wednesday
~

PARTLY CLOUDY

High:87°
Low:70°
High:88°
Low;72°

NORTH CHARLESTON,
S.C. -A man was charged Sunday with murdering his wife
and her four children in a
domestic dispute at their home,
authorities said
Michael
Simmons, 41,
appeared at a bond hearing via
video link from the Charleston
County jail on Sunday and was
ordered held without bond on
five counts of murder.
Officers discovered the bodies, including that of a 6-yearold, Saturday after responding
to a call According to an arrest
affidavit, a witness saw the bodies in the home then called
police. The affidavit said Simmons was captured as he tried
to drive away from the scene.
The victims had been shot
with a handgun early Saturday,
the affidavit said Simmons was
not the children's father,
Charleston County Coroner
Rae Wooten said
Simmons and Detra Rainey
had been married for more than
a year, said Spencer Pryor, a
North
Charleston
police
spokesman. "This appears to
have been a domestic situation
that tllmed deadly,'' he said
Wooten had earlier identified the victims as Rainey, 39,
and her children William
Raix).ey, 16, Hakiem Rainey, µ,
Malachia Robinson, 8, and
Samenia Robinson, 6.

Authorities find no indications of
survivors in Amazon jet crash
BRASILIA, Brazil - Military helicopters lowered a res- .cue team by rope Saturday into
the remote Amazon jungle site
where an airliner slammed into
the ground, but authorities held
out little hope of finding survivors among the 155 people on
board
"There's little indication of
survivors, but we won't rule out
the possibility," Brazil Air Force
Brig. Gen. Antonio Gomes
Leite Filho said in a news conference Saturday evening. 'We ~
haven't fully explored the crash
scene, it's a very complicated
area"
Officials suspended the
search after sundown Saturday;
citing difficulties to access the
location at night. They would
resume at daybreak Sunday.
Filho said search-and-rescue
operations . would continue
until authorities are sure there
are no survivors.
,•
The president of Brazil's airport authority, Jose Carlos
Pereira, said the Boeing 737-800
jetliner and a private jet clipped
each other before the crash of
Gol airlines Flight 1907. He said
the Gol flight from the jungle
city of Manaus en route to
•
Brasilia and Rio de Janeiro
struck the ground traveling at
more than 300 mph.
Nobody on the smaller
plane, w,hich was carrying a
New York Times columnist, was
injured
·
Air force helicopter pilots
hovering over the crash site saw
no signs of an intact fuselage
and the. debris appeared to ' 1111
cover only a small area
If no survivors are found, it
would be the deadliest air acci-

..
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We are committed to understanding what you want before
we even start your hair, so you get it your way.
We want you to look and feel your best every day because we're
here to create your best hair "DO" and your perfect hair "DYE"!!!

We are Loving Donation, a national egg donation agency that has client
families throughout the world seeking their egg donors through us.

e
.

.

If you are willing to be one of the angels that help these women, you will
be the recipient of a most generous compensation for your time and
effort, but more importantly, the feeling that YOU have deeply affected
someone's life with your kind and selfless gesture. We are always seeking
healthy, responsible women ages 19-30, to assist our families with such a
precious gift. You must be a non-smoker, within 30 lbs of your ideal body
weight, and be willing to travel (all expenses paid!) if necessary.
.

407-977-1288
Located at:
Corner of Alafaya & McCulloch

Please call our national egg donor recruiting office and ask for Kristin.
Call (800) 563-0098 or www.LovingDonation.com.
J

• Color
• Corrective Color
~ Perms
• Braiding
• Hilites-Lowlites
• Men's&Women's Haircuts
• Formal Styling &Up-Do's
12263 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
Behiltd McDonald's

j
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Orlando gets $lbillion face-lift

"

New Magic staditim, performing arts
I
enter, Citrus Bowl to help city grow
TRAVIS REED
Associated Press

Downtown Orlando iS getting a more than a $1 billion
face-lift with a new arena for
the Orlando Magic, a renovated
Florida Citrus Bowl and a new
~ performing arts center, officials
announced Friday.
The projects were made
possible by a recently approved
penny-on-the-dollar increase in
Orange County's hotel bed tax.
The Magic arena will run $480
million - with the team on the
" hook for overruns and some
·$200 million in costs - while
)'
the new performing arts center
$389 million.
... willItcost
will take $175 million to gut
aiid redo the aging Florida Citrus Bowl, which hosts two big
:. college bowl games, but is losing its primary tenant, UCF,
when the school opens up an
on-campus football stadium
1•
next season.
"Downtown Orlando is
undergoing a renaissance that
few cities in Florida, or for that
matter our country, have experienced,'' Orlando Mayor

"

I

www.Centra/Floridafuture.com
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Buddy Dyer said
The Magic had long sought
a new arena, arguing that the 17year-old TD Waterhouse Centre doesn't offer the moneymaking amenities other NBA
teams enjoy. Previous efforts,
even at renovation, failed after
the tourist economy dropped
gut following the Sept ll, 2001
terrorist attacks. The Magic
could start playing in the new
building, just a few blocks from
the old one, in 2010.
Integral to the deal was the
club's promise to take on an
additional $100 million in risk
- beyond an initial $100 million in cash, lease payments and
operating expenses, Dyer said.
'We were able to find a risk
position that we were comfortable with," Magic ChiefOperating Officer Alex Martins said
The Citrus Bowl renovation
will be completed in several
phases so the stadium can continue to host the Capital One
and Champs Sports bowls, and
Florida Classic, which yearly
featur~s rivals Florida A&M
University and Bethune-Cookman College.

"You're basically going to
gut the 70-year-ol<;i structure
below the two upper decks and
you're going to put it back to
modem standards, concourses,
fan amenities, restrooms,
points of sale and new seating,".
said Steve Hogan, executive
director of Florida Citrus
Sports.
He said it would also give
the Orlando area its first outdoor · amphitheater setting, ·
hosting concerts from 5,000 to
25,000 people.
Just as importantly, Hogan
said. it enables the Citrus Bowl
to go after new clients - more
college football, NFL preseason
games, soccer and others. _
"The 12-game [college] season now is permanent. That's
going to free up at least one
extra game a year where the
- Notre Dame-type programs
and ·the big progr~s in the
country want to come through
and do a recruiting swing, and
play a game here," he said
The new performing arts
center will be home to the
Orlando Philharmonic, Orlando Ballet and Orlando Opera,
and host more than 330 events.
It's planned to feature an 1,800seat acoustic hall, a 2,800-seat
amplified hall and 300-seat
multipurpose hall

&f HARRY P.

LEU GARDENS
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FALL JAZZ STROLL

_:(lo£>/:Jazz & , elU~k/fi; <f,/)a//.ts/
Saturday, October 14
'

7:00 - 10:00 pm

Enjoy an evening of great jazz music performed by Sunnie Paxson, Dr. Otto
Gomez Band & The Robert Harris Group in Orlando's most beautiful garden.
Dinner picnic basket and seating are recommended.
Tickets on sale Oct. 2, 2006.
Ticls:ets: $17 .00 plus tax General Adni.ission, $113;00 plus tax Garden Member.
Tickets are nonrefundable and nontransferable to other garden activities.

1

l,

GHOST STORIES
Saturday, October 21

-..~}

.

r

7:30 -10:00 pm

.!:

Spooktacular stories guaranteed to frighten and. entertain all ages. Bring blanket
or chairs. Food and treats for P,urchase. Tickets are purcha$ed at the door:
$9 adult, $6 member/child, 4 years and under are FREE.

' ..

FAMILY ·MOVIE NIGHT: E.T.
Saturday, November 4

.

"".

-·,.

Gardens open at 6:00 p,m • Movie time 7 :30 pm

~.~

(

Weather Permitting
Bring a dinner picnic basket & blank~t or chairs. Food vendors, Tickets: $5 plus
tax adult, children 17 years and younger are 'FREE, Garden Members FREE.

~,

•

,

.. ,
I •

HOLIDJ)Y POPS ·CONCERT :

Saturday, December 9
6:00 pm
Enjoy a magical night of holiday music 'in a beautiful garden. Dinner picnic basket
and seating are recommended. Tickets on sale November 27, 2006.
Tickets: $25 plus tax General Admission, $20 plus tax Garden Member.
Tickets are nonrefundable and nontransferable to other garden activities.

.....,;

eee

1920 N. Forest Avenue, Orlando
407.246.2620 • www.leugardens.org
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RICHARD GREEN I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Spinach farmer Dale Huss, right, inspects spinach plants with Doug Mosebar, president of the California Farm Bureau Federation, Friday.

{'

Governlllent finds spinach safe to eat

•· ·Farmers still
worry about the
111
industry's future

Natural Selection FQO<is LLC of
for Food and Farming.
It's too early to tell how hard San Juan Bautista, which covthe industry was hit, but agri- ered 34 brands in packages with
culture experts said unprece- "Best if Used By'' d.a tes
dented economic damage was between Aug.17 and Oct 1.
likely.
Growers on California's
In
California,
where
threeCentral
Coast have another
. JULIANA BARBASSA
quarters of all domestically four or five weeks to harvest
Associated Press
grown spinach is harvested, before shutting down for the
Relieved. farmers say they farmers could endure up to $74 winter, when spinach producare heartened by the govern- millioQ in losses, according to tion moves to the southern val. 'W
ment's announcement that it's researchers working with leys aiid Arizona.
Because they stagger plantsafe to eat most spinach, but Western Growers, which reprethey feel uneasy about their sents produce farmers in Cali- ings to allow for an uninterrupted supply, many growers
., > industry's future, knowing it fornia and Arizona. Last year's spinach crop in still have young greens maturmay take time to win back pubCalifornia was valued at $2583 ing.
lic confidence.
When California · Farm
During the two-week wam- million, and each acre lost
amounts to a roughly $3,500 hit Bureau officials visited the Sali~ 'l ing about E. coli in fresh
nas Valley on Friday to meet
spinach, growers .said they re- for the farmer.
The government gave a par- with farmers, they found fields
examined the safety of their
operations, anguished over the tial endorsement to the indus- __ of overgrown spinach, too big
" l suffering of the 187 people sick- try on Friday, with the U.S. Food for the processors who had
ened and one who died, and and Drug Administration ordered. them under contract,
weathered significant losses as announcing that most spinach farm bureau spokesman Dave
""' they watched crops go to waste. . is now "as-safe as it was before ~said
"Farmers are just waiting to
"Everybody's just trying to this event."
regroup;" said Teresa Thome,
But the warning remains in see if they'll have orders,"
with industry group Alliance place for spinach recalled by Kranz said

.,
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Kick on October
with great savings trom

•,

_____ !,,'
•[

WeDeliVer
r I.

,
i$14·99 · *8·99
FOR
!1
I
I
•

' .i.

,..,

FORI

• LARGE ONE TOPPING •
PIZZA AND
FULL ORDER (10)
OF WINGS

•
""'

...

I•
I
•

L

Tax and de livery n ot included.

Tax and de livery not included.

•

I•
I..

015 -866

NOT VALID WITH ANY COUPON,
SPECIAL OR HALF PRICE PIZZA DEAL.
Mention coupon w hen ordering.
Present at time of purchase.

.L

EXPIRES 11/30/06

II

·o

!1

/

•
•
·-·- r- -·
EXPIRES 11130/0G

0

• :i

LARGE
ONE TOPPING
PIZZA

015-899

NOT VALID WITH ANY COUPON,
S PECIAL OR HALF PRICE PIZZA DEAL
Men tion coupon w hen ordering.
Present at time of purchase.

·-·~·-·
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UCF~smartCard

Accepted Here
Dean & University
3940 N . Dean Rd.

(407) 673-8888

~~~--~~€t-GaR-ffiQa.te-i-Rfu.~~"H-ft~t-t=--+--,--

WWW. 5GA. LJ (

Oviedo
102 0 Lockwood Blvd.

(407) 365-1999
Waterford Lakes

F. e

U

12240 L ake Underhill Rd .

(407) 384-1221

OPEN DAILY AT 11AM
WE DELIVER!
1,

SGA.uc .edu
\\

'

'
'
I
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HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

CU rejects flexing admissions to
accept more minority stu~ents
DENVER - Officials at the
University of Colorado rejected
a proposal to relax admission
standards to boost minority
enrollment, saying they will
instead work on getting more
qualified students to apply and
register on the Boulder campus.
The president-appointed
Blue Ribbon Commission on
Diversity, in its final meeting
Friday, made recommendations, including one to change
the admission standards, saying
the current ones set a barrier
for minority students.
The commission, made up
of business and civic leaders,
had said it was "unacceptable"
that 66 black students out of
5,000 freshnien were enrolled
at CU last fall. This year's class
was the largest and most
diverse in CU's history, officials
said, with 884 new minority
students. Among that group
were 76 black freshman.
Panel members questioned
why officials did not make
more use of a ''window'' given
by the state to admit more students who fall below the 103
index standard, which is calculated from test scores and high
school grades.
Hundreds of students who
enroll at CU through the "window'' do not meet the unjversity's general index requirement
but are under-represented students, home-schooled, active in
clubs or have talents in areas
like sports and music.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

The damaged tail and left wing of Embraer's Legacy 600XL aircraft are seen at an Air
Force base in Brazil Sunday. The jet probably dipped the 737·800 that went down Friday.
fROM A2

dent in Brazil's history. In
1982, a Boeing 727 operated
by Brazil's now-defunct Vasp
airline crashed in the northeastern city of Fortaleza,
killing 137 people.

CDC researches find new data
about premature birth

and keeping officers out of
politics.
In 2002, Surayud was
kicked upstairs to the largely
ceremonial position of
supreme commander, and a
year later retired from the
military. He was appointed1to
the Privy Council shortly
afterward.

ATLANTA - Scientists White House, Demoaats expect
now say a third of infant criminal probe of e-mail scandal
deaths are due to premature
WASHINGTON - The
births - a much larger per- White House and Democratcentage than previously ic leaders in Congre8s called
thought
Sunday for a criminal probe
In the past, "preterm birth" into former Rep. Mark
has been the listed cause of Foley's electronic messages
death in fewer than 20 per- to teenage boys '-- a lurid
cent of newborn fatalities. But scandal that has put House
·that number should be 34 Republicans in political peril.
percent or more, said
White House counselor
researchers at the U.S. Cen- Dan Bartlett called the allegaters for Disease Control and tions against Foley shocking.
Prevention.
He said President Bush hadThat:s because at least a n't learned ofFoley's inapprodozen causes of newborn priate e-mails to a 16-year-old
death are actually problems boy and instant messages to
that are linked to premature other boys before the news
births, such as respiratory broke last week.
Man found 9uilty in 1,>C?st-game
distress syndrome caused by
death of Umv. ofFlonda student
Foley, R-Fla., quit Conunderdeveloped lungs.
JACKSONVILI.E - A man
gress on Friday after the ~
The revised statistic may closure of the e-mails he sent
accused in the beating death of
lead to greater efforts to to a former congressional
a University of Flotida student
counsel pregnant women page and sexually suggestive
after last year's Florida-Georgia
about taking care of them- instant messages he sent to
football game was found guilty
selves and avoiding actions other high school pages.
Friday.
that can lead to preterm
Jeremy Lane, 22, was
House Speaker Dennis
births - such as smoking and Hastert, &-Ill., maintained at
charged with second-degree
·drug use.
murder in the fatal beating on
first that he had learned only
It also may help organizaOct. 29 of Thomas Brown outlast week about the e-mails.
tions lobbying for more But Rep. Thomas Reynolds,
side the CSX building in downresearch into w]J.y some head of the House Republitown Jacksonville. A jury found
women who follow medical can election effort, said Sathim guilty of aggravated batadvice still have preterm urday he had told Hastert
tery.
babies. The March of Dimes months ago about concerns
A medical examiner testified
is advocating to expand fed- Foley sent inappropriate
Brown._diecLwhen-an. artery in
eral research into preterm messages to a teenage boy.
his brain was tom, an injury
labor and delivery, and the
that occurs when the head is
Hastert acknowledged
care and treatment of prema- over the weekend that his
suddenly snapped back in a
ture infants.
twisting motion.
aides had, in fact, referred the
At issue is how to label the matter to the House clerk and
An autopsy showed Brown
had a blood-alcohol level of · causes of deaths for infants to the congressman who was
who die before they reach chairman of the board tha:t
three times the limit at which
their first birthday.
Florida law considers a person
oversees the page program.
"Preterm birth" generally Hastert's office said, howevimpaired.
·describes infants who are er, it had not known the eLane's attorneys admit their
born before 37 weeks gesta- mails were anything more .
client threw some punches, but
tion, and the term is ·also used than "over-friendly."
they maintain that he was not
as an official cause of death.
responsible for the death of the
Majority
Republicans
Two-thirds of infant deaths engineered a House vote Fri23-year-old student from Meroccur in children who were day that refers the Foley matritt Island
preterm, but their cause of , ter to the House ethics comTwo other men, Alex Candeath is often attributed to niittee, but lets that panel
zano, 22, and Mark :e'oss, 19, are
one of the several specific decide whether there should
awaiting trial on charges of secproblems that can occur in - even be an investigation.
ond-degree murder.
preterm babies.
In testimony during the trial.
Congressional pages, a
Canzano testified that Lane was
staple of Washington politics
Retired anny commander sworn · since the 1820s, are high
"looking for a fight'' that night,
in after Thailand coup
but a defense witness said Foss
school students who serve as
BANGKOK, Thailand threw the final blow before
temporary gofers in the
Retired army commander House and Senate. The proBrown {ell to the ground .
Gen. Surayud Chulanont was gram nearly ended in the
sworn in Sunday as Thai- 1980s due· to alleged sexual
University seeks new nickname
land's interim prime minister, misconduct and drug use.
after losing Cherokee support
saying he wanted to settle a
TAHLEQUAH, Okla. Republican leaders say it
bloody Muslim insurgency is their duty to ensure House
Northeastern State University
and heal a country divided by pages' safety, and are now
notified the NCAA Friday that
his predecessors' policies.
it will stop using the school's
creating a toll-free hot line
The ruling military coun- for pages and their families to
Redmen nickname, an NSU
cil running Thailand since a call to confidentially report
vice president said
Sept. 19 coup appointed any incidents. They also will
University President Larry
Surayud
after
ousting consider adopting new rules
Williams informed NCAA
Thaksiil Shinawatra
Executive Vice
President
on communications between
Surayud, who became the lawmakers and pages.
Bernard Franklin by telephone
country's 24th prime ministhat the school would'abandon
ter, tried to set himself apart
the name.
.
-;- ASSOCIATED PRESS
from the brash, pro-business
Written notification is being
Thaksin by saying he would
made in the form of a report,
strive to balance the needs for
said Neal Weaver, NSU vice
a growing economy with the
president for university rela- ·
happiness of the people.
tions.
Thaksin was in New York
The NCAA can bar schools
for the annual U.N. General
with "hostile or abusive" team
Assembly at the time of the
names from hosting or partici~
bloodless coup, and is curpating in the organization's
.rently living in London.
championship events and set
Surayud's appointment
Friday as the deadline for the
was generally well received
school to notify it of its intenby academics and politicians.
tion to change the .name.
"Surayud is a highly
A school task force is examrespected figure. He's known
ining 400 suggestions for a new
for his integrity:• said Democnickname. Weaver said finalists
rat Party leader Abhisit Vejjafor the new nickname will be
jiva, whose party was in
announced next week.
opposition during Thaksin's
Councilors for the Tahlefive years in power.
quah-based Cherokee Nation
During his military career,
turned down a measure ThursSurayud earned praise for his
day to support continued use of
deft handling of the sensitive
the school's Redmen nickname.
border with Cambodia dur"I still see the ugly associaing the 1980s and upon his
tion with the use of Indians as
appointment
as. army commascots," said 'llibal Councilo~
mander
implemented
Taylor Keeri.
reforms in the military,
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
increasing professionalism
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LSAT

GMAT

higher
test scores
guaranteed

GRE
MCAT
DAT
OAT
PSAT
SAT

or your money back..

ACT'

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all schedtded tests, and do
your homework, If your score doesn't improve on test day from your ~plan diagnostic
or a prior official test scc,e. you can oooose to repeat our program for free or get a
fun refund of your tuition:" 1t•s ·that s imple.
'

LSAT: Classes Starting 10/7/06, 10/ 14/06 & 11111 /06
GRE: Classes Starting l 017/06 & 11/14/06
GMAT: Classes Starting 10/17/06, 11 /06/06 & 1215106
MCAT: Classes Starting 10/14/06
DAT & OAT: C lasses Starting 10/2 1/06
World Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions

KAPLAN~
,..,.To be eligible for tills ofter, you rnusl be onrolkld in Xootan' s
full ciasSrcom, tutoring, or onl;ne CCIP$e'!>. l n addition, ~11
mus\ pre~nt a 1!¢fl'f er '1¢ur orticial S>CQro 1e;iort Wld yovx
couri;e matet la!s villhln 90 da)I$.

1 ~ BOO-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
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LOOKING INTO I.Aw SCHOOL?

Free

Thursday
October12
6pm-10pm
Marriott Courtyar~
UCF, Classroom A

.,

"

Saturday·

CFF ARCHIVE

Aview from the student parking lots at the Citrus Bowl shows that the lots can.reach capacity on game day. SGA officials say getting there
early is important, but that if a student has a hangtag, they should have a spot. Some students had bad experiences during the USF game.

October14

, Game-dajr parking gets messy
FROM

Al

get full very quickly, but as far as
I know this has not been an
issue for people with haligtags:'
Stout said in an e-mail interview.
''I will certainly look. into it to
make sure that this type of situ.,. ation does not occur."
But liberal studies major
Addison Faubion saidhe arrived
~ to the UCF vs. USF game with a
, hangtag about two and a half
hours before game time and still
was not able to park in the lots.
? '
"The guy who was directing
traffic said, 'oh yeah, those lots
are closed, you have to go way

1•

over here,"' Faubion said He
couldn't park in the student lot
so he got back on the 408, came
back around and ended up in
another lot
,
Faubion said the parking situation was a mess and ~t he
was expecting to park without a
problem. They shouldn't give
out hangtags if there's not
enough room. he said
Joe Sciarrino, director of the
Activity and Service Fee Business Office, said he has not
received any complaints, and
other than a few minor glitches,
the hangtag system seems to be
running well

10am~2pm
UCF Student Union
Garden Key, Room 221

"I think there's been some
miscommunication with times,
but from my standpoint, I think
it's been relatively smooth,"
Sciarrino said
Delanois said arriving to the
games early is key. People arrive
five, six and seven hours before
the gaine, but if students have a
hangtag they should have a spot,
hesaid
'We will do everything possible to make sure you get a
parking spot," Delanois said "If
you're diligent, and you showed
up and got your hangtag early,
you should be parking in the
[designated] lots."

"If you have bui l t cas tles
in the a ir, your work need
not be lost ; that i s where
they shoul d be. Now put
foundations under t hem. "
Henr
. y David Thoreau ·

November poll workers receive $120-$190
FROM

Al

must attend a mandatory orien..., tation, held on campus on Oct
ll, and a mandatory training
session held at a later date.
Orientation will be a one..,~
hour overview where students
choose which job they would
like to have. 'Ihlining, specific
~ to the job chosen, will be held
downtown at the Supervisor of
Elections office on West Kaley
,Street in downtown Orlando.
'
Students will be paid
between $120 and $190 with no
tax deductions, depending on
their job assignment, for work"'-· mg from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. on
Election Day. All student poll
workers will work in Orange

County, and every effort will be
made to place students east of
1-4. But this is not guaranteed ·
"If there's a need, there's a
need," Fine said "Once you are
in you are treated like any other
poll worker."
Because this is viewed as an
authorized school event, students will not be held responsible for missed classes. They
will be issued an excused notice
so they are eligible to make up
missed classwork and tests.
"Students need to inform
their professors ahead of time,"
Fine said. "If they wait until
afterward, then the excuse
doesn't count.''
The goal for the number of
students to participate is 258. So

far, over 10.0 students · have
signed up.
"It's symbolic because we
have 258 precincts in the county," Fine said "If we can get 258
students then we have really
succeeded"
Students who would like to
participate but are not registered to vote in Orange County
still have time to do so.
For ·more information on
how to register, visit the Orange
County Supervisor of Elections
Web site at http://www.ocfelections.com.
For more information on
poll workers or to sign up, visit
http://www.cas.uct:edu/politicalscience/loufrey/cfl-votehome.php.

Point average of SAT irrelevant-SAT instructor
always be an issue.
"I don't think there's any
income type school The cost of doubt that the test favors stu~ , the new SAT is becoming an · dents that have a higher socioeissue with students. Those two conomic standard - from
factors could keep students background knowledge, to payfrom taking the SAT multiple ing for test preparation and the
cost of taking the test multiple
·~times.''
Roberts asked his students times. I think that's always been
which of them had taken the somewhat of an issue with the
, test more than once. For the SAT:'
~ new SAT a little over 50 percent
In Florida, the state average
of his students reported multi- SAT score dropped three points
ple attempts compared to 80 from the previous year.
Yet despite this decline,
't ~ percent that retook the original
SA'T..
. Chavis was proud to announce
Another goal of College that UCF has accepted its
Board test designers was to strongest freshman class ever,
with an average SAT score of
• 1 reduce the gender gap in standardized testing. Men typically 1201anda3.7 GPA
Ethnic minorities constitut- outperform women on the SAT,
but with the new test, women ed 27 percent of the fall fresh..., outscored men on the essay men class; 13 percent of students at UCF are the first
section.
But Roberts said bias will generation of their family to

attend college.
"I think we bode relatively
well against our competition in
bringing in an ethnically,' as well
as socio-economically diverse
group,'' Chavis said
As far as measuring a student's preparedness for college,
Roberts said that the point average of the SAT should be irrelevant "The purpose of the standardized test is to compare one
student to another. If one student gets a 400 in math compared td a student with 500
than you get an idea of which
student's math ability is more
advanced.''
Ferguson stressed that ''.A
hard worker will do well in college, so the SAT can give a general idea about a student's performance, but it's not the end all
be all as a predictor of students'
success."

"'
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The University Writing Center
Come visit us, and we will help you create those foundat ions.

407.823.2197

www.uwc. ucf.edu
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BEAUTY SPA
The Ultimate Salon Experience
1016 Lockwood Street• Suite 130
Oviedo Spa• (407) 359-7006
Hair• (407) 359-1155

''The Biggest Salon in Town!"

I ..

$5.00 OFF

25% OFF

Arty Haircut

Highlights

Permanent Make-up

Not valid with any other offers
Offer expires 10/30/06

Not valid with any other offers
Offer expires 10/30/06

Not valid with any other offers
Offer expires I 0/30/06

$10.00 0FF

FREE Manicure

$·1 s.00 OFF

Full Set of Nails

with any spa, Pedicure

Any 1 Hour Massage

Not valid with any other offers
Offer.expires 10/30/06

Not valid with any other offers
, Offer expires 10/30/06

Not valid with any other offers
Offer expires 10/30/06

··------------------····················--···-···············------------·····-·····
"Beauty Professionals that bring beauty into your life."

\

G

YOUR

COUPON· BOOK

in the student .union today
or print your coupons online·at
www..Kn,ightNewspapers.coni!

'
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Stop paying high retail prices for ink!

Mob may sell to terrorists
''We have developed an ability to look harder and broader
in a greatly enhanced way to
see if there is any crossover,"
Billy said in an interview with
The Associated Press.
Organized crime syndicates
could facilitate money transfers or laundering, human
smuggling,
identification
fraud; or explosives and
weapons acquisitions, officials
said
The options are many for
terrorists groups.
There are the five reputed
La Cosa Nostra families in New
York, Russian criminal enterprises from Brighton Beach in
the New York borough of
Brooklyn to Moscow, and the
emerging Asian crime syndicates that operate in many
Islamic countries with alQaida offshoots.
A contract study, produced
recently for the Pentagon and
obtained by the AP, warned
that the potential for organized
crime assisting terrorists is
growing.
. ''.Although ter,rorism and
organized crime are different
phenomena, the important fact
is that terrorist and criminal
networks overlap and cooperate in some enterprises," the
study said
.
"The phenomenon of the
synergy of terrorism and
organized crime is growing
because similar conditions
give rise to both and because
terrorists and organized crimi-

No direct evidence
found, but link is
.. possible, FBI says
PAT MILTON
Associated Press

The FBI's top counterterrorism official harbors lots of
concerns: weapons of mass
destruction. undetected homegrown terrorists and the possibility that old-fashioned mobsters will team up with
al-Qaida for the right price.
Though there is no direct
evidence yet of organized
crime collaborating with terrorists, the first hints of a connection surfaced in a recent
undercover FBI operation.
Agents stopped a man with
alleged mob ties from selling
missiles to an informant posing
as a terrorist middleman.
That case and other factors
are heightening concerns
about a real-life episode of the
Sopranos teaming up with
Osama bin Laden's followers.
''We are continuing to look
for a nexus," said Joseph Billy
Jr., the FBI's top counterterrorism official. ''We are looking at
, , this very aggressively."
The new strategy involves
an analysis of nationwide criminal investigations, particularly
white collar crime, side by side
with intelligence and terrorist
activity.
·

na1s use similar approaches to
promote their operations.''
The traditional mafia has
highly developed networks for
acquiring goods and services
and money, all for a price.
.The mob's potential interest
in helping a terrorist has nothing to do with ideology or sympathy but with greed, said Matt
Heron. head of New York FBI's
organized crime unit.
"They will deal with anybody, if they can make a buck,''
Heron said "They will sell to a
terrorist just as easily as they
would sell to an order of Franciscan monks. It's a business
relationship to them."
Pat D~uro, a retired senior FBI official and now chief
executive of Giuliani Security,
said a Mafia boss once
acknowledged that the mob
would help terrorists.
"I am aware of a high-level .
Mafia figure, who was cooperating with authorities, being
asked if the Mafia would assist
terrorists in smuggling people
into Europe through Italy;' D'.Amuro said "He said, 'The Mafia
will help who ever can pay."'
Officials said they have no
specific evidence that such a
relationship has been cemented ,
But concerns were heightened last year after an Armenian immigrant was arrested in
New York for allegedly leading
a plot to sell military weapons
to an FBI informant posing as a
middleman for terrorists.

100°/o Guaranteed
You and Your Wallet will love us!

THE ,,..·
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SPO T

More INK for LE

InkJet Refills
as Iowas

$.
Pp~® bf"otlie(3 EPSON.

/

i .n v e n t

MLL canon· LEXMt\RK
ATTENTION PRINTER USERS:
Don't Throw Your Empty
Cartridges Away -

REFILL!
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with purchase over $10.00
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MSA, Hillel will hold services,
events to get students involved
FROM
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Yorn Kippur mornfug services will be held at the Fairwinds Alumni Center beginning at 10 am. Afternoon and
concluding Neilah services will
begin at 5:30 p.m. and a free
Break-The-Fast will be held at
7:30 p.m., with services to follow.
Cantor Jason Rosenman will
lead Hillel services.
"Hillel is honored to have
1iliii Rosenman and lie willoe
leading services in a conservative style," Kauffman said
"Yorn Kippur is a day devoted to communal repentance for
the sins committed over the
course of the previous year,''
said Howard Horowitz, Florida
director of Campus Advancement for Hillel
The holy day involves a 24hour fast that starts at sundown
the previous day. During the
fast, followers of the faith are
encouraged to avoid any
worldly things.
"It includes refraining from
washing, sexual relations and
the wearing of leather, which
was a sign of luxury in earlier
days," Horovyitz said "It is the
most solemn day in the Jewish
calendar."
MSA will be holding an Iftar
on campus Tuesday at the Barbara Ying Center. Iftar is the
breaking of the daily fast at
sunset, and is being held to provide food and motivational
activities for students.
Ramadan started Sept. 23
with 'the sighting of the new
moon.
"Ramadan is among the
holiest months of the Islamic
lunar calendar,'' said Zaineh
Khalil, an active MSA member.
The month of Ramadan also
encourages Muslims to do
more good and establish a doser relationship with GOd. This
includes giving money to the
poor and staying up all night in
prayer. Muslli:ns believe that
during the last 10 days of
Ramadan. the Qµran. the holy
book of Islam, was sent down
to the prophet Muhammad
Fasting during Ramadan
involves directing follower's
hearts away from worldly
activities and refraining from
any sexual activi,ty, similar to
the guidelines of Yorn Kippur.
Both· Yorn Kippilr and
Ramadan do not require pregnant women or those who are
ill to partake in the fasting ritual.
This upcoming week, participants of Hillel and followers
of the Jewish faith will be celebrating a festival called Sukkot.
It is a celebration that comes
five days after Yorn Kippur and
lasts seven days.
Horowitz describes Sukkot
as "a celebration of life and a
time to rejoice.''

.

~·

.Onel Two and ·Three Bedrooms ·.~
· starting fr~m the low $,1 30~ .... : ~-:.. ·-'
"i'

MUHAMMED MUHEISEN I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Backdropped by the Dome ofthe Rock Mosque, thousands of Muslim worshippers pray
during the first Friday prayers of the holy month of Ramadan iii Jerusalem on Friday.

The
celebration
will ·
involve the building of a
sukkah, a structure used to
commemorate the sanctuaries
carried by Jews during the
exodus, outside the Student
· Jewish Life Center.
· Celebrations of building
the sukkah will continue all
week with Shabbat services
being held in the sukkah on
Friday, Oct. 6 at 6 p.m.
Hillel encourages its students to explore and celebrate
their 1ewish identity. It is free
to join and the-g roup is open to
all students.
With students being away
from their families, Hillel aims

to provide the same kind of
warm and welcoming environ- .
ment, Horowitz said.
· MSA works to "promote
unity and joint action among
the Muslims,'' said Daniel
Belkerdid, UCF MSA president. The group also aims to
".promote friendly relations
between Muslims and nonMuslims.''
.
Non-Muslims are encouraged to attend MS.Ns annual
event, The Fast-a-thon. on Oct. ·
18. The event will be held in
Ferrell Commons arid encourages non-Muslims to fast and
learn more about the Islamic
faith.
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• Secured and Gated Community
• Health Club Style 24-hour Fitness Center
• Picnic and Recreational Area
• .computer Room with Broadband
Internet Access
• Solariums in Selected Units
• Secluded Terraces
• ~usiness Center with Conference Room
• Private Garages are Available
• Car Wash Area
• Club House, Swimming Pool and Sun Deck
. Represented Exclusively by

py@ffjf

8100 Claire Ann Drive• Orlando, Florida· (407) 381-0500· villavalenciacondos.com ·
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UCF PLAYERS TO WATCH
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This season:
Made first start last

•
~----~~

week, caught seven
passes for 70 yards·
and atouchdown.

((

This season:
The true freshman
will be ma~ing his
third start at comerback.
ti

•

This season:
Tied for team lead
with 23 tackles,
.including 2.5 for a
loss
BEN EDELSTEIN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF running back Kevin Smith breaks a tackle last week as he picks up some of his 129 rushing yards. Smith made a big impact in his first game back from suspension, carrying the ball 30 times and scoring a touchdown, but his
third-quarter fumble atthe Southern Miss 1-yard line cost the Knights a golden scoring opportunity in the 19-13 loss.

Position: ·
Linebacker

This season:

~""---'.::.-:::9~---l

Tied for team lead
with 23 tackles. Has
an interception and
two pass breakups.

Containing Keyes the key for UCF
offense; Torres may lose kicking job

BRIAN MURPHY

ZACHMOORE ·

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

To ·s ay this Wa.sn't how the
Goiden Knights envisioned the
beginning of their season is an
understatement.
After a promising victory to
open the season, the Knights
have dropped their last three
games.
After two close losses to
South Florida and Southern
Mississippi, the Knights have to
·regain some of the swagger
they had coming.into the year.
The team has already started to dig themselves a hole in
their conference schedule with
their loss to Southern Mississippi, but with se many conference games left on the schedule
they have the opportunity to
recover.
'We have a lot of conference
games to pl~y here," coach
George O'Leary said. "Believe
me, I doubt that anybody is
going to win the conference
without any losses."
The Knights will have to
rebound this week against Marshall. This game will show how
much resiliency the Knights
have. The game will be at night,
in a loud stadium and on

,,.

'

Knights, Moffett face must-win game

UCF vs. MARSHALL
Where: Huntington,W.V.
When: Wed., 7:36 p.m.
TV/Radio: ESPN2/740.AM
national TY.
"It's going to be loud and the
crowd is going to be nasty,"
running back Kevin Smith said

When UCF has the ball ••••
Key matchup: UCF quarterback Steven Moffett versus
Marshall defensive back Curtis
Keyes
O'Leary certainly hasn't
been shy in the past few weeks
about placing the blame on the ·
quarterback positioIL
After being sacked three
times on the last four plays
against Southern Mississippi, .
Moffett received considerable
criticism about his play.
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON A8

Tuesday's game against
Southern Mississippi was not ·
one to remember for UCF
quarterback Steven Moffett.
After some late throws and
slow decisions, some fans
began to call for backup Kyle
Israel, who did start warming
up on the sidelines in the third
quarter.
On UCF's final drive, Moffett was ~eked on three of the
last four plays, drawing some
more venom from both the
fans and his coach, George
O'Leary.
After Tuesday's game, Moffett was one of the last Knights
out of the locker room. Asked
about his and the team's overall performance on the night,
Moffett just shook his head
and, looking at the floor, said,
"Just should have played bet- .
ter." .
But Thursday at his weekly
press conference, after viewing the game film, O'Leary
made one point perfectly clear:
something isn't always what it
seems.
"I was on (Moffett) pretty
good about at least throwing

.

.
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UCE cornerback Joe Burnett defends Southern Miss wide receiver Chris Johnson during Tuesday's loss. Burnett and the secondary will have to
slow down Orlando native Bernie Morris and the Herd offense Wednesday night in Huntington, W.V.

the ball on that fomth down,"
O'Leary said "But I looked at
those four plays at the end of
the game and I put that ·d irectly on the offensive line.
"I . didn't leave the field

thinking that way because I
just saw the sack. In one play,
he probably should have gotten the ·ball off, but on the
other two, it is directly related
to protectioIL"

t
~

O'Leary did say that Moffett ·
can play better and there were
some mistakes made where he
was solely responsible, like his ;·
PLEASE SEE

JAMES ON A8 ,..

Volleyball falls to C-USA foe Southern Miss in five games
results are another story and
Friday just added to the situation as OCF lost their third
For the second straight straight conference ganie, this
home ma,tch, UCF loses in five time to Southern Mississippi
games versus a conference foe. 30-26, 27-30, 23-30, 30-28 and
In sports as in life, we are 15-8.
Game one saw Southern.
not measured by how many
times we fall, but how many · Mississippi benefit from a bal'times we get up after we falL
anced attack led by Mari RudIf such is the case, then this dick and Amanda Huntoon
version of UCF volleyball has who each recorded four kills in
learned very quickly to pick the 30-26 victory. ·
itself up after losing close
Game two would prove to
matches. Their effort and hus- be different as UCF led most of
tle has been ·exactly what the way as Schanell Neidercoach Meg Colado has asked of worder recorded four kills in
them. Unfortunately, the the game as the Golden

VICTOR ANDERSON
Staff Writer

Orlando
Sentinel
\
I

Knights evened the match with
the 30-27 triumph.
·
UCF continued their winning ways in game three as
three service aces from senior
middle blocker Jana Mitchell
along with five kills from junior Lorin Lukas paced UCF to a
30-23 victory.
·
Game four would be the'
most competitiv~ of the match
by far as each team hit above
.300 and were tied 21 different
times. The Golden Eagles won
the final two points to take the
game30-28.
Southern Mississippi outplayed UCF in the decisive

game five. The Golden Eagles On Deck .••
hit .450 in the fifth game and
The fans that attended Frirecorded one hitting error in day's match versus Southern
20 attempts as they won the Mississippi better have enjoyed
gamelS-8.
it, because it will be the last
Morgan Johnson and Ash- time the team will be at home
ley Petrinec led Southern Mis- for a while. UCF starts a stretch
sissippi with 14 kills respec- where they play seven of their
tively while Cassie Lavery had next nine matches on the road
31 assists.
beginning Friday with a trip to
Lukas and Neiderworder Houston to face Rice. The Owls
each had 15 kills for UCF, while · (7-10, 0-3 at press tlme) are reelLeah Alexander has 38 assists ing as of late losing six of their
and 16 digs. Southern Missis- past seven matches including
sippi improved to 9-9 overall being swept by Tulane Friday.
and 2-2 in Conference USA as On SlJ.lldaY, the Golden Knights
U.CF fell, to 5-10 and 1-3 in con- stay in Houston as they travel to
ference play.
face the Cougars. Houston (11-7,

2-1 at press time) has been going
the opposite of UCF and Rice, ·
winning six of their last seven
matches.

The Last Word
With three straight losses this
tough road stretch ahead, the
team needs to start winning now
more than ever. They say there
are lessons to be learned defeat
With the loss Friday, UCF
learned that their team is a
reflection of their coaching staff:
scrappy, fiery and gritty. Let's
hope that these ladies keep up
the effort and come through with
some much-needed Yictories.

AB
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James makes most of his chance, now a starter

r-

FROM A7

interception that was returned
for the game-deciding touchdown. But O'Leary also said
that he and the offensive
coaching staff need to do more
to help Moffett out, like quickening his decision-making and
improving his reads of pass
defenses.
Moffett hopes to rebound
and lead his team to a win
Wednesday against the Marshall Thundering Herd. The
two squads last met on Sept.
24, 2005, in Orlando where
UCF claimed a historic 23-13
victory that ended their 17game losing streak. On that
night, Moffett was an efficient
19-for~26 for 260 yards and a
touchdown.
He hopes to at least dupli- ·
cate that effort on Wednesday
and, by judging_ the Herd's
defense, he might be able to do
so.

Unlike the Golden Eagles,
who boast Conference USA'.s
best scoring defense, the Herd
defense can be overcome.
Although . they have faced
ranked competition like West
Virginia and Tennessee, the
Herd have allowed an average
of 32.2 points per game this
season, tied for ninth in C-

USA
Even against lesser opposition, Marshall's defense has
been vulnerable. Three weeks
ago, they gave up 31 points to
the Pivision 1-AA Hofstra
Pride. Plus, the defense has
just two interceptions all year,
last in the conference.
The offenses of Marshall
and UCF share a couple of
similarities. First, they· both
use the run to set up the pass.
On average, the Herd gain
more yards on the ground
(160.8) than they do through
the air (144). The Knights'
biggest concern will come in
the presence of Herd running
back Ahmad Bradsha\V. The
junior ranks second in C-USA
in rushing yards, rushing
touchdowns and rushing yards
per games. Junior quarterback
Bernard Morris has thrown for
just 523 yards in four games,
but he is the team's secondleading rusher with 212 yards.
UCF running back Kevin

Both teams have a couple of
very reliable receiving targets.
For Marshall, sophom9re wide
receiver Emmanuel Spann and
tight end Cody · Slate have
accounted for nearly half of
the Thundering Herd's passing
offense, combining for 269 of
the team's 576 passing yards.
The Knights have one wide
receiver with such a gap
between the team's other wide
outs in senior Mike Walker. He
has caught 28 of the Knights'
69 receptions.
But the offense may have
found a second threat on the
outside in junior Javid James.
"I've liked what I've seen
from Javid since the spring,"
Smith said. "I just told him that

'Slllith canie back last -week

he is going to get his chance,

from a one-game suspension
to post 138 total yards, only 53
yards less than Moffett's passing total.

like I got my chance last year,
and when coach calls your
number, you gotta be ready."
James got his chance

MATT HEMPEL I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Top, Marshall running back Ahmad Bradshaw is second in Conference USA in rushing yards, rushing touchdowns and rushing yards per game. Below, Herd quarterback Bernie Morris is threat to run and is second to Bradshaw in rushing yards.

against Southern Mississippi
last week and responded with
seven catches for 70 yards and
a touchdown. Those totals are
the most in a ganie this year
from a UCF receiver other
than Walker.
"I have been waiting for
him to break out," O'Leary
said. "He is the guy that if you
look at the receivers and line
them up and say pick out a
receiver, I think you pick him
out.
"He looks like a receiver. He
can run, has big hands and
does things real well. I am glad
to see him come out."
The Knights and Thundering Herd will clash for the fifth
straight year on Wednesday at
7:30 p.m. in Huntington. WYa..
Rece Davis, Lou Holtz and
Mark May will call the game
on ESPN 2 (Bright House Networks Chaiµiel 30).

UCF linebackers know they
must be aware.of Bradshaw
FROMA7

O'Leary recognized tilli.t the
problem wasn't Moffett alone,
but did say that Moffett's decision-making i+eeds to improve.
"He has to make better
decisions, no question about
it," O'Leary said.
This week Moffett will have
to deal·with Keyes. Keyes is a
physical corner that is leading
his team in tackles through the
team's first four games. The
players have noticed Keyes in
film, finding him wherever the
ball.is.
"No. 25 sticks out the most,"
Smith said. "He flies to the
ball."
Moffett will be able to turn
to another weapon this week
as well. Javid James has been
an emerging star on the
Knights' offen1ie. Last week
against Southern Mississippi,
rames had seven catches for 70
yards and his first touchdown
of the season. With the emergence of James as a formidable
threat, wide receiver Mike
Walker will be able to see
more single coverage, hopefully allowing Moffett more
Jptions.
·

"Obviously,
missing field
goals, we
cannot continue
doing that, so I
have opened
that job up to
both kickers."
- GEORGE O'LEARY
UCF HEAD COACH

The Knights' linebackers
will have to be aware of Bradshaw at all times. He has the
ability to sneak out of the backfield and take a short pass a
long way.
The majority of the work
will go to outside linebackers
Jordan Richards and Randy
Dozier. With Bradshaw's ability to break plays to the outside,
Richards and Dozier cant get
stuck in the middle of the play
and allow Bradshaw to get to
the edge.
The defense as a whole has
been working in. pracdce on
flying to the ball-carrier and
improving the overall effort on
each play.
"That's how you judge
effort on defenses, how many
people are around the ball,"
safety Sha'reff Rashad said.

up.
So far this season Torres
\. has made just one of his four
field goal attempts, and the
conversion was a 22-yard kick.
He has managed to convert
all nine extra point attempts,
but his inconsistency with his
field goals has left O'Leary less
than happy.
"Obviously, missing field
goals, we cannot continue
doing that, so I have opened
that job up to both kickers,"
O'Leary said.
The Knights will head into
a. loud and hostile environment for Wednesdays game. If
they are able to piece together
long drives as they did against
Southern Mississippi and are
unable to walk away with
points, particularly in the
beginning of the game, the
Knights could lose their confidence and the game could slip
away.

..

Final thoughts ...

The season isn't over yet.
The conference hasn't been
lost yet. But the Knights need
to get back to their winning
ways now.
This team can't afford to
lose their first two conference
Nhen Marshall has the ball •.•
games, and they certainly can't
Key
matchup: Mar~hall
afford losing four straight. In
unning back Ahmad Bradall likelihood, the second con:..
;haw versus UCF linebackers
ference loss might not cripple
them in conference play, but it
Bradshaw poses a multi..:
would cripple any support
ude of problems for the
they have gained from an
(nights' defense.
already wavering student
Not only is he a quick back
body.
hat has the ability to outrun Spedal teams ...
It is imperative the Knights
Key player: UCF kicker win this game for numerous
lefenders, but he also is an
!xceptional receiver out of the Michael Torres
reasons: to stay afloat in CUSA, to keep their chances of
>ackfield.
This could be the key to the bowl eligibility alive and to not
"He can beat you in the run
tnd the pass game," O'Leary game for the Knights. After an step on the elevated expecta.aid. "He is their leading rush- .abysmal showing last week . tions of a student body that
against Southern Mississippi, wants a football team to cheer
~r. but I think he is third lead·
Torres
has no where to go but for.
ng receiver also on the team."

•

Men's Soccer:

•
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UCF vs. Memphis - Wed. Oct. 4, 2006 7:00 PM
UCF vs. UAB - Sat. Oct. 7, 2006 7:00 PM
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Women's Soccer:

UCF vs. Memphis - Fri. Oct. 6, 2006 7:00 PM
UCF vs. UAB - Sun. Oct. 8, 2006 1:00 PM
.
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Rutgers' Rice runs
wild in win over USF
TAMPA - Ray Rice ran for
202 yards and two touchdowns
Friday night, leading No. 23 Rutgers to a 22-20 victory over
South Florida in the Scarlet
Knights' first game as a ranked
team in 30 years.
Jeremy Ito kicked field goals
of 32, 40 and 53 yards for Rutgers (5-0, 1-0 Big East), which is
unbeaten through five games
for the first time since 1976,
thanks to USF (3-2, 0-1) failing
to make a two-point conversion
with 15 seconds left.
Matt Grothe threw a 16-yard
touchdown pass to Ean Randolph to give USF a chance to
send the game into overtime, ·
but the quarterback's pass on
the conversion attempt was
CHRIS O'MEARA I ASSOCIATED PRESS
dropped by a wide-open Amp Rutgers running back Ray Rice runs over USF linebacker Ben Moffitt on the way to one of
Hill in the left side of the end his two touchdowns in the Scarlet Knights' 22-20 win Friday evening. Rice carried the ball
35,times for 202 yards. The effort was his seventh consecutive 100-yard rushing game,

zone.
matching a school record.
Rice matched a school· .
record with his seventh consec- seeking only the fourth 5-0 start
utive 100-yard game, boosting in program history, were outhis season total to 806 yards and gained 420-276.
11 touchdowns. He scored on a
"I.don't see any validation for
3-yard run in the first quarter us," Houston coach Art Briles
and added: a 6-yarder that gave said. "This was all disappointRutgers the lead for good early ing. We just did a good job of
in the fourth.
getting close:'
Although it wasn't pretty, the
Grothe completed 16 of 25
passes for 241 yards and one Hurricanes' faithful finally had
touchdown for USF. He also something to enjoy.
scored on runs ofl and 22 yards,
The disappointment of some
but · his three second-half Miami fans was evident even
turnovers - two interceptions before the game, when three
and a fumble - helped Rutgers different messages calling for
overcome a 14-10 halftime the firing of both embattled
coach Larry Coker and athletic
... deficit.
Rutgers cracked the Top 25 director Paul Dee were flown
this week for the first time since over the stadium, amid adverits 1976 perfect·season, and Rice tisements · for insurance and
i~ one of the biggest reasons
pizza.
why.
There was one pro-Coker
The 5-foot-9-inch, 195-pound banner being flown about: "Real
sophomore entered Friday Canes fans support Coach
night averaging 151 yards per Coker." But for a while, even
game rushing and carried seven that support was probably wantimes for 39 yards on the Scarlet ing, as the Hurricanes found
Knights' opening 79-yard themselves in a 13-7 third-quartouchdown drive.
ter hole.
Ito's first field goal gave Rut...I'm not concerned about
gers a 10-0 lead before Grothe criticism,'' Coker, said. 'Tm: con~
rallied USF to its halftime lead.
cerned about wins. Kids played
Grothe turned the game their hearts out."
around by leading two long
True, but this wasn't easy _
touchdown drives in a 3:45 span not by a long shot.
.,._, in the second quarter. He used
Houston was moving toward
completions of 35 yards to the end zone with a six-point
Amarri Jackson and 32 yards to lead and looking poised to put
the Hurricanes in a big hole. But
1'ti Taurus Johnson to. set up his 1yard scoring run, then took Cougars running back Jackie
advantage of Trae Williams' Battle was hit by Miami's Lovon ·
fifth interception of the season Ponder at the Hurricanes' 10,
. ,. to put the Bulls ahead 14-10 on Chavez Grant recovered the
fumble, and Miami wound up
his 22-yard touchdown run.
Rice ran 18 times for 82 yards dodging a huge bullet.
·~ big play, no doubt about
in the first half and went over
it," Battle said "I can't hide from
"~ 100 yards for the seventh
straight game on his first carry ' it."
of the third quarter, a 27-yard
Coker called the fumble "the
.scamper that led to Ito's 40-yard turning point."
In the game, for certain.
field goal that trimmed the
Maybe in Miami's season, too.
Scarlet Knights' deficit to 14-13.
"We needed a wm to get
Rice's streak of 100-yard
games ties the Rutgers record back on track," James said·~ lot
set by J.J. Jennings between Nov. of people are talking about
25, 1972, and Nov. 7, 1973. Rice we're not the old Miami anyhas topped the plateau 10 times more. We went out there and
in 17 career games, tied for third played for ourselves. We put a .
lot of work in the past two
in school history.
The 200-yard performance weeks and the results came
was his second this season and out."
Shortly after the fumble,
third overall.
James had his 44-yard gain to
Hurricanes hand Houston first loss move Miami into Houston territory; and Wright then made two
of the season
·big plays to ensure the HurriMIAMI - Javarris James canes woul!f capitalize. He
piled up the yards in his first found Lance Leggett for a 27start. And when it mattered yard gain on third-and-24 from
most, Kyle Wright got a couple . the Houston 29, then tossed a.2of inches to make sure the yard pass to James Bryant_ who
freshman's coming-out party asked to be moved from linebacker to H-back two weeks
was a happy one.
James ran for 148 yards, ago _ for the go-ahead score
Wright narrowly converted a with 1:24 left in the third
From there, the Miami
crucial fourth-and-inches in the
final minutes and Miami held defense took over.
The Cougars got the ball
on to defeat previously unbeaten Houston 14-13 Saturday only twice more, not getting
. past their own 38.
night.
"It was frustrating," Kolb
Playing as an unranked team
for the first time since 1999, the said ·~ 14-13, one-point loss to
Hurricanes (2-2) rallied ftom a Miami. . We let opportunities
six-point third-quarter deficit slip away. We drove 80 ·yards
against a 16-point underdog. two times and got three points
Still, they left the Orange Bowl out of it."
Miami got the ball on its own
feeling some long-due relief:
"It was ugly at times," said 19 with 5:56 left and ran out the
Wright, who was 16-of-27 for clOck, with Wright's first-down
190 yards, one touchdown and plunge the critical blow. The
two interceptions. "But if you Hurricanes thought about puntcould see the locker room right ing since the ball was ori their
now, it's pretty happy. It's defi- own 38, but Coker elected to
nitely bittersweet, but we came keep his offense on the field
·~ field goal would have
out and got a win, bottom line.
And I think this is going to cata- beaten us," Coker said "I have
pult us into the rest of the sea- that much respect for their
offense."
son."
Wright's two interceptions
Kevin Kolb was 18-of-28 for
196 yards for Houston (4-1), led to 10 Houston points. In the
which came into the game aver- first qwirter, he was picked off
aging 38 points and 486 yards by Will Gulley at the Houston
per game in its four victories. 16, and the Cougars went on a
Kolb also had Houston's lone 12-play drive capped by Kolb's
4-yard run early in the second
touchdown on a 4-yard run.
The! Cougars, who 1 were quarter to tie the game.
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'We needed
win to get back
on track. Alot
of people are
talking about
we're not the
old Miami
anymore."

1

- JAVARRIS JAMES

MIAMI HURRICANES RUNNING BACK

Miami's ensuing drive lasted two plays before Wright
threw another interception;
his high pass bounced off
tight end Greg Olsen's hands
and into the arms of Houston
linebacker Wade Koehl That
set up a 38-yard field goal by
Ben Bell, putting the Cougars
up 10-7. Another kick by Bell
made it 13-7, but the Hurricanes found a way to survive.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Ladies and Gentlemen...

is coming to the

UCFArea!
Welterweight Champion
/

University Blvd.

Publi%

~~~~~~~~....j~r-1._u~~1--~ucF

10018 University Blvd.

fllll1I"'

Fridav, October 20th 4-10pm ·
Height: 5"9"
Weight: 170 lbs.
Age: 32
DOB: l3 Oct. 1973
Born: Hillsboro, Illinois
Resides: Hillsboro, Illinois
Team: Milctich Fighting Systems
Trainer: Pal Miletich
MMA Record: 42-4-0
Key Strengths:
- Collegiate All-American Wrestler
- Physical Strength
- Octagon Experience

Cost: $50 Hncludes
one heur seminar and
autograph session.
1st 25 to register 111 a
FREE Man Hughes T-Shlrtl
~

W

10018 llllVllSltJ Bhnl.
lrlllnH. R 32811

Beginner
and

Advanced
seminars

Last Five Fiehts:
BJ Penn 9/23/06 WIN
Royce Gracie 5/27/06 WIN
Joe Riggs 11/19/05 WIN
Frank Trigg 04/ 16/05 WIN
Georges St.Pierre 10/22/04 WIN
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OUR STANCE

Constitutional crash
P

resident Bush. with the
help of a Republican-dominated congress, has demolished the barriers of the "separation of powers" doctrine in our
Constitution and expanded the
powers of the executive branch
to new levels.
This man has to be stopped
before our constitutional democracy is left in ruins. Bush has
signed the Military Commissions
Act of 2006 into law. The act,
even with the amendments by
John McCain, is fatally flawed in
four areas.
The scariest aspect of this
law; by far, is that anyone
declared an "illegal or unlawful
combatant" is stripped of the
right of habeas corpus. Habeas
corpus is the constitutionally
granted right to make the government prove why you are in
jail.
Habeas corpus was included
in the constitution because, historically, kings and monarchs
have sept people ~way for long
periods of time for no reason. In
addition to the historical implications, a confidential CIA memo
in 2002 reported that a large
number of the detainees in
Guantanamo Bay "shouldn't be
there." That memo was first
reported in The New Yorker.
We cannot stress enough how
horrible and terrifying it is for
Congress to allow Bush to suspend this right.
Aziz Huq, the director of the
'Liberty and National Security
Project at NYlI's law school and
co-author of the upcoming book
Unchecked and Unbalanced:
Preyidential Power in a Tune of
Terror, wrote a guest column for
FindLaw.com detailing the prob• lems with the act.
First, the MCA holds that,
although prisoners have humanitarian rights under international
law; "no person may invoke"
international humanitarian law
..,..." as a source of rights:' Basically.
the MCA isn't trying to strip
detainees of their internationally
recognized human rights. You
just can't do anything with them.
Second, section 8 of the MCA
• gives Bush the authority to
"interpret the meaning and
application of the Geneva Convention," and his formal inter. pretations will be "authoritative
... in the same manner as other
administrative regulations.'' This
makes complete sense, given
Bush's history of perfect interpretations of the Geneva Con-

ventions.
ing the American Bar AssociaAfter all, it's not as if this isn't
tion and the American Constituthe same president vvho decided
tion Society, have held that the
that stress positions, sleep depri- U.S. Supreme Court has been
vation, and religious and sexual
practicing a "doctrine of constihumiliation are ''humane" and
tutional avoidance:' Basically, if a
don't violate the Geneva Constatute is worded so vaguely that
ventions. Does anyone remem~
it raises a constitutional concern,
ber Abu Ghraib?
the court may hold it constituAnd-for' the record, even
tional. As long as a statute or an
Edgar Allan Poe would object to
executive action can be intersome of these interrogation tech- preted in any way that is constiniques, including "stress positutional, they won't strike it
tions:' Forget about the Geneva
down.
Conventions.
·
And Bush appointed two
Third, the MCA expands the
well-known conservatives to the
role of the 2005 Detainees Treat- U.S. Supreme Court. This is a
ment Act and allows for all petirecipe for disaster.
tions for review (even tho~e filed
Everyone was worried that
before the act) to go straight to
Bush's new appointees to the
the Washington, D.C., District
Supreme Court would repeal
Court of Appeals. This is a seriabortion laws. That isn't the real
issue. The real issue is that they
ous problem because this is an
appeals court, not a fact-finding
may back this unprecedented
expansion of executive powers.
district court.
Detainees can come before
It may sound like all these
the Court of Appeals without
topics are unrelated, but they are
ever having stood before an
not. Constitutionally, the legislaimpartial. fact-finding court.
tive branch should be stepping in
Without that initial fair trial, a
and checking the limits on execdetainee will have had no chance utive authority. But it has failed
to present evidence against the
Historically, the courts have
government's case. In addition,
stepped in and checked the exectestimony from coercing methutive branch's authority. They
ods - like torture - are admismight not.
sible as evidence.
Are you scared yet? This
The Court of Appeals will be
country hasn't seen an expansion
reviewing cases that are flawed
of executive powers like this
and unfair.
since Nixon. If no one will stop
This act is a prime example of the Bush machine, the U.S. will
how Congress has not been fulbe knocked back 250 years to the
filling its constitutional roles.
time of British rule.
Congress is part of a system of
So what can voters do about
this? The answer is easy. First,
checks and balanct:s, as prescribed in the Constitution. One
come November, we need to
of the main roles of congress is
have the Democrats in a majority
to question the president's deciof Congress. The Democrats,
sions and to pass legislation that
once in control, will begin harkeeps him from overstepping
nessing the reigns of executive
boundaries.
power. While they may be politiInstead, when Bush does
cally motivated to do this, the
something illegal, congress passend result will still be the same.
es a law that tries io make it
Then legislation can be
legal. They feel politically obliT
passed to stop Bush from classigated to back their party's leader. fying terrorists as ''unlawful or
And Bush has somehow man- illegal combatants." Terrorists
aged to convince everyone that
need to be treated as criminals
we are at war with terrorists.
.and tried in our courts with all of
This vague, amorphous concept
the same rights and privileges
will allow him to continue to
we give to our accused
step on the constitution as long
Innocent until proven guilty.
as Bush feels that we are at war.
Right to be tried by a group of
Huq holds that the MCA will
your peers. Right of habeas coreventually be challenged Then,
pus. You know; the basics.
as he hopes, the U.S. Supreme
The result will be the beginCourt will declare it unconstituning of a return .to the constitutional because of its gross violationally mandated separation of
tions of due process. We hope so powers. Democrats may do this
as well, but have a few reservafor political reasons. But the
ends, in this case, will justify the
tions.
Several legal scholars, includmeans.

Men closing the gap
in eating disorders
Eating disorders have long been,considered an
issue for women and girls. But the figures are shifting. Research is suggesting that men and bOys are
increasingly the victims of various eating disorders.
In this ultra-image-conscious world, males ai:e
becoming pressured to be perfect as well Now;
being thin, or having chiseled abs and perfectly
carved muscles, is considered the norm.
The National ASsociation of Anorexia Nervosa
and Associated Disorders estimates that one mil.:
lion of the eight million cases of eating disorders
are men.
The American Journal of Psychiatry estimates
that the ratio of men to women with eating disorders is on the rise. They estimate that one man is
anorexic for every four women who are anorexic.
They estimate that one man is bulimic for every 11
bulimic women. They also believe that the actual
numbers are highei; because men are less likely to
report their disorders and to seek treatment.
And if you need more evidence, actors Dennis
Qµaid and Billy Bob Thornton have both admitted
to fighting anorexia.
In addition to the traditional disorder of anorexia and bulimia, a new subsection of body dysmorphic disorder, called muscle dysmorphia, is also on

the rise. The disorder, sometimes called "bigorexia," causes people to think they are not muscular
enough.
·
Our ideal of "perfect" is pushing more and 'more
men over the edge.
·And who wouldn't be pushed? There are more
and more images of super-fit males in advertising
and on TY. We see people like Brad Pitt and
Dwayne "The Rock'' Johnson and think that this is
the perfect way to look
But these people aren't real. Stylists, trainers
and the media carefully.craft them.
Pitt may be handsome, but he didn't become a
sex symbol all by himself. And The Rock's ridiculously large muscles may be his own, but not
everyone can - or should - look that way.
These, are images, facades that celebrities and
models put on to make the public think they're
perfect when they're not.
Both men and women idolize these images. It's
just not realistic for everyone to look like that.
Men and women shouldn't be ridiculed for having image disorders. Having an open dialog about
these disorders is the only way to end them.
Tonight, the one-man show "MuscleBound"
will openly discuss these issues at UCF. The show
will talk about how these di.Sorders start as a passing thought and develop into an all-consuming
obsession.
The show begins tonight at 8 in the Pegasus
Ballroom in the Student bpi.on. It may be the catalyst we need to begin talking about these disorders.
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Act your age
what their kids say, which brings
It really seems like childhood
is getting shorter and shorter
up my second point.
these days. I've seen this in a couParents are putting way too
ple different forms, the fir;st being
much pressure on their kids when
kids trying to act more like
it comes to school t think many .
"adults," which I put in quotation
of us grew up with the unconmarks because I really don't think
sciously taught belief that you'll
a 15-year-old knows what it
be a failure if you don't go to colmeans to be an adult.
lege. While that is certainly not
For some reason, kids seem to
true, simply encouraging kids to
think adults do things like hang
TROY HILLIER
go to college isn't such a bad
Editor in Chief
out in front of Target at night, and
thing.
attempt to look angry all the time.
However, I do get concerned
Apparently, being an adult woman also
when parents start teaching their kids to think
includes wearing clothes that are tight and
that their lives are going to end if they don't
incredibly revealing, or at least that is the
get into an Ivy League school
impression young girls are getting. I always
It seems like every child's parents have
want to tell these girls that they're going to
turned into some academically-minded stage
attract the wrong kind of attention, but one
mother, always pushing him to do what they
look at their four-inch fake ~ scares me off. want, and never asking him how they feel
Also, while I can't really understand why
I don't know if this is just an example of
boys would want to emulate the whole emo
parents trying to live vicariously through their
thing in the first place, they should learn that
child, or some overextended overbearing
Claire's isn't the best place to buy their accesform of trying to look out for him. While gOod
sories.
intentions help a little bit, it doesn't excuse a
I think parents have lost some authority in
parent from not listening to what she wants.
letting their kids get away with these kinds of
I'm on that cusp of adulthood, where I've
things, because when I see families in public it realized that at many times in my childhood,
seems like the kid is in charge. I never even
my parents really did know what was best.
thought of being that rude to my parents.
But I'm still young enough to remember the
Of course, the worst verbal abuse of parfeelings of injustice when people didn't think
ents that I've seen has come from students
what I said was worth anything, just because I
attending orientation, apparently trying to
wasakid
show the other teens that they're too cool to
The thing is, you can challenge yourself as
associate with the people who have housed,
much as you want to at schools like UCF. You
clothed and fed them for 18 years.
may have somehow missed this, but we-have
To be serious, it really seems that when
some brilliant professors here that love to
kids start feeling the first signs of puberty,
teach advanced concepts to eager students.
they want to be considered adults even
For all my classes and studies, if I've
though they have no idea how to act like it.
learned anything here at college it's that it
But even still, parents need to really listen to
isn't where you go, it's what you do there.
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"What did you think
of
the
.
·SGA Senate elections?"
.

'

JI

LESLIE WILLIAMS

KEVIN FUNK

JEREMY GROSS

Psychology

Biology

Philosophy

"I voted, but Ididn't think much of
it."
I

"My tuition is buying the free
pizza, so Itook advantage of that."

CHRIS MCGILL

CAITLIN DALTON

NIKUNJ NATHANI

Communication

Art

Business Administration

"I didn't really pay attention to it."

(entral 'lotiba '1tture
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"Ididn't vote."

.

"I don't really care about what
happens on campus."

"Ididn't vote because Ididn't want
to pick the wrong person for the
wrong reasons."

(mkaf :florib 31rturt
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READER VIEWS
Hitt, White think
class size not an issue
~
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- ERK EINGOLD,
SGASENAffiR

Members of the Students
for a Democratic Society
SGA, Future blew
were in attendance at the
Board of 'frustees meeting
senate elections
Friday, Sept. 29 in time to
During SGA elections
hear- President John Hitt refer everyone complains about the
to the student population as
way candidates run their elecnothing more than "cus""
tions, the way that students
tomers."
can't get to class without
His all-too-telling choice of being wa,ylaid by people solicvocabulary came in reference iting for votes. ·While that
to a discussion on class size
may indeed be annoying, it is
at :IJCR The Board of
not really the source of the
Trustees was told by Provost
problem. The cause of the
and Executive Vice President
trouble lies with the universiTerry Hickey that there is no
ty's failure to educate the stuempirical data that suggests
dents about SGA and the
that as the number of stuelectiollS.
dents in a class rises, the eduThe university (including
cation of those students starts SGA) should go to far greater
to diminish. or in other
lengths to educate the student
words,studentslearnjustas
body about what is going on.
well in a class of 75 students
Every election should see a
as they do in a class the size
front-page article in the
of 25 students.
Future, informing students of
Student Body President
how to vote and the platforms
Mark White, our sole repreof the candidates.
sentative on the board, told
Instead we see an editorial
them that the onus falls not
about voter apathy on the last
on the university to provide
day of the senate elections.
smaller classes, but on the
Every election should be
teacher.
announced by posters and on
I do not think that there
the TVs in the Union and
can be any debate that the
other high-traffic areas.
level of learning goes down as
Instead we only see the
our classes continue to grow.
usual advertisements for
If White would take a simple
Coke and MTv.
stroll around school and
For each election SGA
speak to his fellow students, I should host events ~ducating
am c.e rtain that they would
the student body about.the
demand smaller classes and
candidates' positions, such as
would in fact question whom
debates and open forums.
he is working for with
Instead, last year's SGA
remarks like,those.
presidential debate get cloisWhat is a simple solution
tered away to a tiny room in
to the class issue at UCF?
the back of the Union.
Build more classrooms. Hire
If the students were prop.
more faculty members. UCF
erly educated about these
is currently building the Conthings by the university, then •
vocation Center where a Ron
the candidates would not be
Jon Surf Shop will go, a GAP
forced to create gauntlets of
and an Outback Steakhouse. It 'annoyance asking if they've
is mind-boggling to us to see
voted six to 20 times before
UCF build more and more
they get to class.
retail space and continue to
This school is supposed to
have classes in portables.
exist to educate the students.
What are we, as students,
SGA is supposed to represent
paying for? Are we paying the the students. At the moment
rent of the Burger King that
neither of these institutions
will be put on campus?
are doing what they are supApparently, the answer is yes, posed to.
and we want to know what
-AUSTIN SMITH,
we have to do to get a class.
HISTORY MAJOR

Juniors, Seniors & Master's Degree students, its not too late to enroll in UCF Army ROTC.
For details visit http://www.army.ucf.edu or call 407-823-5383.

Cool. Calm. Collected.
That's the feeling you get from UCF Test Prep Courses.
We prepare you for a higl1er score on the GRE, GMAT, LSAT,
MCAT or·SAT... at a lower price. In most cases, our price is
less than one-third of what you'll pay with most national test
prep chains. So while preparing for the big exam is smart,
preparing with UCF Test Prep is smarter.

.~~
~~ UCF

CONTINUING
EDUCATION

UCF TEST PREP COURSES
Smarter Test Prep .
Call 407.882.TEST or visit www.testprep.ucf.edu
\.

London & Paris 8 days from $995
Amsterdam & Paris 7 days from $925

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555 .·
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Ch~ck

Phone, fax, in person:

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

5 p.m. Fri. f~r Mon. issue·
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

Monday - Friday
9 am. -5p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds
HELP WANTED:
l~
~General
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
*Like Plants'?
•want a flexible schedule?
•Now Hiring Interior Landscape
• ".
Technicians
· · • ~Horticulture Experience Desirable
•11AJst have Reliable Transportation &
Valid Florida Drivers License
•Located Near UCF

~ HELP WANTED:
~General

Counselors wanted for
atterschool program at KidTown,USA,Winter Springs. Great facilities
and kids. Would suit Elementary
Education major. Call 407 696 0113.
Women ages 21-30 you can- help make a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed to ·
help women who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909

Up-A-Tree lnteriorscaping, Inc
Call TODAY 407-273-8249
$5,842 FREE Cash grants. Never
Repay! FREE grant money for School,
Housing, Business, Real Estate. For
listings 1-800-509-6956 ext. 810

Full or Part Time Position available at
leading Software Company.
installations, Demonstrations,
Trainings, Support, Quality Assurance.
Submit Resume to
JRP@Propertylnsight.biz

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Rate
(
Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time (
HelpWanted:Full-Tme c
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
ForRentApartments
B
Roommates
A
Sublease
A
ForSale:Homes
B

Rate
325 For Sale: Automotive B
350 For Sale: General
A
375 For Sale: Pets
A
400 Services
B
500 Announcements
A
600 Travel"
B
700 Worship
B
800 Miscellaneous
B
900 Wanted
B

Conducting opinion
research from professional
Winter Park office
NEVER SALES
• Mostly evening hrs 5-9 pm
• Occasional 9 am -1 pm
·About 16-20 hours/wk
• $8 & up

Put a job on your resume that will impress
future employers. Of course, you could also
build a successful inside sales career with us.
EDX is a whole5aler of electronics parts to
manufacturers & distributors worldwide via
the telephone.
We need success-driven salesmakers to join
our team. We require no evenings or weekends.
Both full-time and part-time positions are
available. Compensation includes a solid base
and commission. We also offer an excellent

benefits package.

Call Anne

HanyGreene
Director of Business Solutions

407-67i-7143

EDX Electronics, Inc.

Weekends IPEZ needs energetic
outgoing people M or F to host
childrens birthday parties. Flexible
hours. 407-339-5090
Sales Admin/Customer Service Rep
We are based here In Orlando and our
roots are in ministry as we partner
daily with churches and youth groups·
all over the U.S. Full or part time,
good pay, awesome group to be part
of. Call 407-581-1240 or e-mail
info@stuphclothing.com to be
immediately considered .

Are you interested in an exciting career?

••••••••••

~J

Are you a current college
Freshman.or Sophomore?
~--

Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

Looking for people to hand out flyers.
Must live in Waterford Lakes, UCF, and
Oviedo areas. Must have own car and
cell phone and be avail. in AM. $8.00/hr.
'407-276-2881

-...:.~

...........

U..S.AIR FOffCE

R•O•T•C
~

CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

Paid Internship- Internet business
looking for students with exp in Graphics,
HTML, and Dreamweaver. $8-$1 O/hour.
negotiable, flex hours, minimum 15/hours
week. Email dave@onlinelabels.com or
Call 407-694-5492
Now hiring Attractive Ladies.
No experience necessary. Busy escort
service needs dependable people.
Excellent pay split. Call 407-538-5963

Incentives· Up to $15,000 .tuition per year
include. • $600 in textbooks reimbursement
· • Monthly stipend ($250-$400)

PfT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.ner••
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net

' Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, ·and Foreign Language Majors.

Distribution Driver wanted for the Central
Florida Future. 10:30 AM.Mondays,
Wednesdays, Fridays. Route Pays
$25.00. We also need a driver for The
Seminole Chronicle, 9:30 AM on
Thursdays. Route pays $35.00. Driver
uses our cargo van and must be at least
21 years old for both routes. Please call
Maggie· at 407-447-4555, or email at
maggiej@knightnewsp.apers.com

For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247
visit airforce.ucf.edu

or

RateB

Rate(

$6
$4

$9
$6

SJ.8
SJ.2

.£.

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

(

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER

Do you want to scare peO'ple this
Halloween??? Banshee Productions
Is looking for you. We wlll need
approximately 20 scare'ers to cast
in this years newest haunted
attraction, THE DEAD INN. In
Orlando near UCFNCC. pay. for 14
nights in October Must be 18 or
older with proper ID
Meet us at Amazon Village on
Sat/Sun 12 noon(Garden Center)
11100 E. Colonial Dr. at Rouse Rd
·or call 407.496.2692 ask for Ralph
www.deadinnorlando.com

Apply in person daily, 2pm - 4pm:
Restaurants located in Downtown Disney 1-4, exit 68

Rate A

MARKET RESEARCH
Child care/ Mom's Helper in my Winter
Park Home. Must be reliable,
responsible, and lqving. CPR a plus.
Flexible hours. Call 407-628-2472.

Residential cleaning help needed FfT,
daytime hours, no weekends,
employee's and management needed.
Call 407-277-4408
·

Sales Connector
So·you llke to talk on the phone and
you want to be involved with a group
that Is working to help make a
difference. We are based here In
Orlando and our roots are In ministry
as we partner daily with churches and
youth groups all over the
U.S. Full or part time, good pay and
an awesome group to be part of. Cail
407-581-1240 or e-mail
info@stuphclothing.com to be
immediately considered.

Nanny wanted for large family: triplets &
2 sets of twin~ ranging from 7mos.-11yrs.
Must be available 8am-6pm M-F, $6/hr.

(

Front Desk Assistant needed for Apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to 407-827-1255

$1000's
paid daily
call me at
1 (800) 690-4156

Housekeeper, 1 day per week, $12/hour
in home near Fairbanks and Park Ave.
Housecleaning, yard work, errands and
pet sitting. Must be detail orientated.
Email me at norma911@hotmail.com

407-831-4100 x104

levy Restaurants is now seeking energetic team
members to join our family of passionate
restaurateurs at our Downtown Disney® locations!

SERVERS • HOST/HOSTESS • LINE COOKS
CASHIERS • DISHWASHERS
LUNCH SERVERS (Fulton's Crab House Only}

First issue:
Each addl issue:

100

For more infonnation contact

All locations are currently interviewing
for the following positions:

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

Mystery Shoppers
Earn up to $150 per day. Exp. not
required. Undercover shoppers
needed to Judge Retail and Dining
Establishments Call 800-722-4791

Vacation Sales - UCF.
area. Telesales positions
available immediately.
Great Pay, Benefits,
Commissions, Vacation!

Walk :~campus~407-658-8285 Ext 39

work@etourandtravel.com

Servers Wanted. Experienced PT
servers wanted for Tuscany's
Restaurant. Short hours, great pay. Call
407-:}66-3375 or 407-968-9591

Student Supervisor, Knight Line
Student Calling Center at UCF
Foundation, in Research Park.
Qualificatiqns: Must be a full-time UCF
student; ability to work as a member of a
team; strong oral and written
communication skills; organized and
attentive to details. Prefer prior
experience in marketing, sales,
fundraising or public relations. Must
work at least 2 shifts per week (evening
hours), starting pay is $9.00 per hour.
Contact Kevin Miller at
ucffdevelopment@mail.ucf.edu or call
(407) 882-1267.

('

'

.Now Hiring
Mortgage lntern's:

Immediate PM Shift Available!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

·Full/Part time
·Flexible Schedules
·Room for advancement
·No Experience Necessary
·$15/base appt.

Fun Environment
Growth Opportunities
Flexible Schedules AM/PM
$8 - $15/hr average
\VeeklyPaychecks
\Veekly Bonuses
Paid Training

~
lv,{-z
~
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~
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'

/

"'JvE WILL
WORK
WITHYOUR
SCHOOL

·Big Commission Potential!

Call and Set-Up and Immediate Interview!
Bring a Friend and ask us how you can receive

·Business Majors Preferred

$100 Referral Bonus!

Contact: Aitor ®407.869.8485
Email: UCF1284@yahoo.com

~'

North Orlando/UCF: (407) 673-9700
3592 Alom• Ave, Suite 6, Wmter Park, FL 32792

.

Apply Online: www.DialAmerica.com/\VinterPark
South Orlando: (407)-243-9400
~ialAmerica
~ MARIU!TING
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$170/MO.

Tired of making low wages and working long hours?.Are
you money motivated but can't seem to find the right
job? Is school keeping you busy?

donating
plasma regularly

>

SPfCIAl

~10 OffER

Get a realjob!

New Donors
Bring this ad

for $5 extra
on 2nd and

4th donation.

·----------·········---·-··

lfll I\ llllllli

11..11 & tu.-1.1111111

Call 407-896-0124 Ext. 2963
to schedule an intrview or email your resume to
wally.schmidt@traderonline.com

Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for.
people with various illnesses.

Make full-time pay working part-time hours working less than a mile
from school! Come work for the nations largest New and Used Car
Advertisement Company!

Auto
Trader®

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321-235-9100
(
------·-------~--~---
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1
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers in
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.
SILKSCREEN PRIN I ING
BUSINESS FOR SALE
Small, self-supportive, growing business
offering dye-sub, promo products and
embroidery services. Training available.
•
Asking $33,000.
321-537-4320

4/212 house near UCF, Univ. and
Suntree. Private, Sale, quiet.
appliances, parking, $1,450, no dogs.
774-272-0923.

•

, •·

LOOK!!!
2 bdrms avail in a large house close
to UCF. Includes In-ground pool, W/D,
& full kitchen. $350/mo. + spilt util.
Call 407-619-5642, leave message.
For rent: 480/2BA Home in
Ashington Park close to UCF.
Immaculate throughout, Includes
W/D and ail appliances. No Pets.
$1000 deposit, $1450/month. Please
call 1-800-681-7530 ask for Lee.

UCF Area I Oviedo

..

3BD/2BA apartment looking for one
roommate immediately. 6 miles away
from UCF, a lynx transport to school.
Only $423/month with personal
fitness room and pool.
Email: iwannabiverson@aol.com

m!J

f

2mls !rm UCF;Spacious fully furnished
3bdrm/2bth home w/ big backyard
looking for a responsible roomate that
isn't too uptight;9.5X10.5 bdrm
unfurnished;$500;W/D;internet; extra
bdrm/office for guests/school work 407409-6206
4/2 home located within 5 minutes from
UCF off of University Blvd near bus stop.
$525 Utilities and wireless internet
included. Call Feiy at 407-678-6306.
1 roommate needed in nicely furnished
3 bdrm/2 BA house. Front/back patio.
2 miles from UCF. Bdrm not furnished .
$475/mo. + util. Cali 407-489-3075.
Large room in 4/2 house, 5 minutes from
UCF. HDTV, huge living room, and
POOL!! Rent is $420 a month plus 1/4
utilities. Cali Kristian at 407 970-9799
Looking for clean, nonsmoker to rent
room in 3/2 house near dean/university.
·
$425 plus ulils. 305 395 1488
New 412 House on lake with
community center. Female or Male
roommate must be mature and
laidback. 525/month Includes cable
internet, tv and utllltles. Room is
furnished wit!) bed. 12Mins from
campus. Publix, BK, McDonalds,-TB
and Walgreens 1 mile away. James:
239-825-6080

A male or female roommate wanted 1n
nicely furnished 3 story townhouse in'
Baldwin Park. 3BD/3BA $650 + utilities.
Call 321-460-0062 or 954-303-2213

Roommate needed for master room of
2BD/2BA gated condo. High speed
internet and all utilities included. $595/mo
Cali Indra 954-822-3921

Brand New Home ready to

Room available in 3/2 house. Furnished
master bedroom with private bath, 2 min.
from UCF. $430/mo + 1/3 utilities.
Call 407-353-2228

4 MILES FROM UCF!
Oviedo Luxury Townhouse- Biltmore
3BD/2.56A, garage, screened patio,
gated community, pool, jogging,
$1600/month
Call 407-249-0046 or 407-484-8505
Classy Homes/Vacation Homes of all
sizes I Built In 2005-06
Near UCF: Orlando, Oviedo, Winter
Springs, Maitland, Kissimmee, &
Davenport. Rent entire home from
$1250 and up or share from $375 and
up, master $575 and up. Share the
most luxurious homes w/ others on a
joint lease. We match you perfectly w/
other professionals & pay referrals.
Cail 407-716-0848, 407-334-6658
Nancepropertylnvestments.com
4/2 on Rouse and University, wood and
tile floors, fireplace, 1700 sq. It, on ski
lake, entertainment welcome, secluded
on 5 acres, $2000/mon.
Call Billy 407-497-4188

RENTING DAYS ARE OVER!
Own for just $2500 down, no closing
costs.
Luxurious, 1,2,3 bdr condos
(407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
HATE PAYING RENT? Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos. just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
Www.thecresUife.com
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN!
1,2 and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
NO MORE RENT! Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlile.com .

NEW WINTER PARK CONDO
For. Rent
2br/1bth $900-$1000
3br/2bth $1150-$1200
2 miles from downtown Winter Park
Call for appointment (407)628-4441
New Condo 3/2+Den
15 min away from UCF
Hardwood Flrs,Grntctr SS appliances
W/D. $1300. 407-482-0257.
1/1 Apartment w/ garage includes all
appliances, W/D, refrigerator,
microwave, stove. Deposit of $300. Rent
for $750/mo. Call 407-620-4895
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Room for rent. Very clean, accessible
and completely furnished townhouse
1.5 miles from UCF. Cable, wireless
Internet, all utilities Included. Pool
and tennis courts. Females only. Cali
Rebet:ca 407-701-8331
1 roommate needed in new furnished
~bd/2.5ba house. Granite counters,
stainless appl, gameroom, jacuzzi, huge
patio on lake. 2 miles from UCF.
Bedrooms not furnished/new carpet.
$625/mo + 1/3 util. (each person).
Call 407-489-3075.
Two Rooms for Rent in 3/2.5 Townhouse
1500 sq.It. located in Waterford Lakes
Area $525/mo includes everything. For
more info Cali Angela 321-662-8754
1 min. to UCF. Fall out of bed to class.
Furnished House w/ 3 rooms to rent, no
smoke, no pets, all ulil. & internet incl.
$600/mo. Call 239-633-4853

Private bedlbath in 414
at·Pegasus Landing. $495/mnth all
util. incl. plus high-speed in,ternet
access and cable with HBO. October
paid for. Move In ASAP. Call Alex at
727-481-7488 for more details.
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Solve the Sudoku puzzle and Crossword in every issue!

Place and view ads online anytime at:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classill.eds
~ FOR SALE:
IW:..
General
DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
$2500 DOWN, NO CLOSING COSTS
Luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr condos,
Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecresUife.com
4 Townhomes for rent in Avalon Park.
Close to UCF & Downtown. Basic
cable included. For more information
call Jenny or Daniel at 407-716-3154
or 516-603-3573

NEW Hewlett-Packard Laptop computer,
mobile technology. CD/DVD player.
w/ carrying case. Sacrifice $800.
Call 727-667-2323
f'ool Table: 8 ' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available.
407-831-1322
For Sale 2 floral foveseats $75/ each and
a teal couch for $100. OBO. Furniture in
. good condition. Contact Mary at
407-737-1028.

10 MINUTES FROM UCF
Former student has 4/2 home for sale.
Eat-n 'kit, split bdrms, fenced, 1car gar.
Motivated to sell. $237,900. Cali Joyce
at Century 21 Oviedo. 407-366-5837

Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PiilowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941

HOUSES FOR SALE
Avalon Park Area
Free recorded messages:1-800-539-0858
4bed/4bath/POOL dial ext 1091
5bed/4balh/conservation: dial ext 1071
Sellers motivated, make offer today!
Cali Monica B/Keller Williams Advantage
Realty Ii direct: (407) 222-3488
office: (407) 353-5911

Washer and Dryer for Sale!!
Roper Washer and GE dryer. Used l or
only 2 yrs. They are in EXCELLENT
condition. $275 for both or best offer.Cali
Danielle 561-702-6023

New 212 apart. Fla. City
Near Baptist Hosp. 1st floor
Walk-in closets/full carpeted.
$175,000 Assoc. $190.00,
cable gated & pool. 920 sq. It.
1241 se 29 st, #103. 305-720-6757

Mattress Sets for Sale
Brand New beds never used - Still In
factory plastic. Twin Sets $100, Full
Sets $110, Queen Sets $160.
Can Deliver! (407) 846-8822

JUST $2500 GETS YOU IN!
No closing costs, luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr
condds, Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecresUile.com

Monday puzzle:
Easy level
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Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
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Friday puzzle:
Hard level
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CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Speaker's
platform
5 La Scala cheer
1O Vigoda and
Burrows
14 Minuscule
15 Take it easy
16 Take it easy
17 Headliner
18 No later than
19 Bear dad
20 Actress Sara
21 Candidate for
cement boots
23 Coffee server
24 Major aluminum
producer
26 Chattered
28 Final
33 Faulty
34 Holiday
harmonizer
36 Cancun cash
37 Homburg or
fedora
40 Discontinuity
42 Male offspring
43 Actor Alda
45 Eared seal
47 Muddle
49 Foundry
53 Group of seven
55 Chris of tennis
56 Actress Balin
57 Thumbs down
on both
62 Black goo
63 Actor Diggs
65 Angler's basket
66 H.H. Munro
67 Shoshones
68 Damages
69 Grp. with energy
70 Saucy and ·
spirited
71 Shoot from
shelter
72 Camp ~helter'

© 2006 Tribune- Media services, Inc.
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7 Choral voice
8 Colorado resort
9 Eurasian
primrose
10 Avant-garde
French sculptor
11 Pretty ones
12 Coffee choice
13 insists upon
observance of
21 Anwar of Egypt
22 Period
25 Pharmacy abbr.
27 Stereo part, briefly f
29 Garden dandy
30 Actress Marisa
31 Brighten up
32 Conversation
starter
DOWN
35 April forecast
37 Overacts
1 .Dreary
2 Sth-<:entury leader 38 Disaffect
3 Newton and
39 John Q . Public,
Asimov
e.g.
4 lsr. neighbor
41 One of the
5 Champagne
Champions
44 Loon
designation
46 11th month
6 Vegas rival
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Last issue solved
48 Female swan
50 Seal for
reshipping
51 Norse sea
monster
52 Rigorous
54 Support-line

58
59
60
61
64
66

employees
Land of Isfahan
Actress Polo
Coarse fiber
Different
NYC hrs.
Drunkard

Solution an.d new puzzles in next issue's Classified_
s

1995 TOYOTA CAMRY, Dark Green,
AC, Great Condition, V4, Radio/CD,
172k, Tinted Windows, $2495 OBO
· 407-568-6161 Rafael.

Pegasus Pointe Sublease, 212 Male
roommate very clean and quiet, brand
new carpet, first floor! $460/month for
spring/summer. Call Ryan at
954-579-1350!

1997 Saturn SL-2, 33 mpg
Newer brakes, tires, tune-up
129K1reeway miles
321 -626-7581 , $3400 OBO

Sublease ASAP: 1 of 2 bedrms, Orlando
townhouse, $500/month incld. all ulii.,
large bedrm, personal bath. Call (352)
551-4131 .

2001 Chevy Blazer. Great Shape. Many
Extras. $8500 obo. 321 -439-9369. More
info/pies @ www.myspace.com/1102038852

lm!l
Female Yorkie Susie, AKC registered,
very thick Black and ~orden Color with
excellent black points Eyes. She comes
with health guarantee, up to date shots,
very loveable & socialized. Vet. checked
and health certificate. She will make a
wonderful pet and companion. 51bs
grown, loves to go out a lot For more
information you can contact me Via
Email scholesd360@yahoo.com

SERVICES

Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption .
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1 105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption,com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-525-3057

Beautiful 3035sqlt Home 4mi/UCF only
$369k! 4BR/3.5BA w/Lolt/Wood Firs/
Tile/Walk-in-Pantry! 21x18 Fam & Master
BR! Priv. BA in 2nd BR! 407-230-6976
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831 -1322
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322

35MM CAMERA FOR SALE
Minolta HTsl Plus, 35-SOmm Minolta
lens, 75-300mm Tamron lens, filters,
Minolta camera bag, Minolta camera
strap. ONLY $2501 Call 954-608-7103
e-mail: tej220 @gmall.com

Econ Grad available for private tutoring.
Reasonably priced. Macro, Micro, etc.
Call Courtney 407-376-9929.

ooNn1 lo. N~~
Egg Donors Needed

Kind, Healthy, Responsible
Woman ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair
Blue/Green/Hazel Eyes
Jewish/ Asian/European
Athlete/Tall/Dimples
Musically/Artistically Gifted
High ACT/SAT a Plus!

Male/Female Exotic entertainers for
whatever your reason to party! $25 OFF
when you mention this ad.
www.socoentertainment.com or
407.227.1 485 $$-ALWAYS HIRING
QUALIFIED TALENT-$$
PHOTOGRAPHER! Promo shots for
band, musicians, models, weddings,
events, fashion, portraits and morel
• See my portfolio at
http://www.SamanthaYeakle.com oremail me at SYeakle@gmall.com. (561)
351-3197

l.~l)lh~
Up to $10,000
Compensation!!!

>>>>>>>>>>$$$$ 1995 <<<<<<<<<<<
1989 NISSAN MAXIMA GXE, 150k, AC,
Radio/CD, Sunroof, Silver, AT, V6, Great
Condition 407-568-6161 Rafael

Serenity at Tuskawiila- 1, 2 & 3 bdrm
Condo· homes for sale from the $130's.
Close to UCF. Lg split bdrms, pools,
gym, billiards, etc. 100% financing. Call
407-629-2256 for incentives.
www.serenitycondohomes.com
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1 2

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
d igits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

ASAP! 111 In a 414, fully furnished, all
utilities Incl., UCF shuttle, Female,
$499/month, call (352)603-2945 or
email jagaskins1220@aol.com

DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
.
www.thecrestlife.com
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Spot the Spoof each Monday - and win free pizza!
www.CentralFloridaFuture.com/spotthespoof
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ROOMMATES

Beautiful 312 house two blocks from
UCF campus. Cathedral ceilings,
ceiling fans and big 1830 sq. It.
Refrigerator, range, dishwasher. Quiet,
safe family neighborhood. Nearly new
house ideal for couple or UCF.
$1400/mo. RELAWYER777@aol.com
or 407-366-6979

move, loaded with extras. Timber
Springs at Avalon Park. 4BD/3.5BA
with 3 car garage and central air
conditioning. Near to shopping center.
Asking price $2500/mo.
Call 917-686-8805

.....
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Call (800) 563-0098
Need Egg Donor for childless couple.
South Asian or Mediterranean female,
medium complexion.
Contact Robin 407-963-3390

or
www.LovingDonation.com
w:Oke.';X)arctY..;1r.ew
Dindtng. Des.igned tty Gregg Ne:son. In
realty !)ood 001xt:1i00. $250 Obo.

FC~ Sale: . Ocu~·ijp

How
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places Classifieds in the

(entral ;flofiba '1ttuie
for as low as $4 an issue!
..

Owww.KnightNewspapers.com/ f)407-447-4555
,classifieds

0
In Person:
University Court
Suite200
(University Blvd.&: Rouse Rd.)

By Fax:
407-447-4556

Cail 321 ~869-5848
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VUCF cubicle located in the Student Union room 208
Bring joy to a needy child's holiday by donating your items!
Contact: Babita at vucf_youth@mail.ucf.edu

CAB CFA Presents: "The Science of Sleep"
9:30pm at the Enzian Theater
Tickets for the first 75 stuQ_eqts at tt;\e front desk of OSJ (SU 208) October 2nd and 3rd.
·
Bring your·st den ID to receiV'e a ticket.
.;.
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CAB<:inema Presents "Pirates ofthe Cofibbean: Dead Man's Chest"
,
Costume Contest: Best Jacl< Sparrow & Elizabeth Swann take home the pirat e's booty!
6pm SU 316A
HASA Hispanic Heritage Month Movie !)night: "A Day Without A Mexican"
6:30pm SU' 316
·
. .
·

>

VUCF Quest Services
12:G>O pm - 4:00 pm Carpool/Meet @VAB
Contact Faraaz Merchant-vucf~asb@mail.ucf.edu
Sign Up- Send and email with your Name, EmaH and PID to Faraaz

5

J

VUCF Toy Drive October 1st through November 30th

VUCF After School Tutoring
3:15 pm - 7:30 pm Carpool/Meet@ VAB
Contact: Megan Johnson - vucf_mentor@mail.ucf.edu

3

October 2, 2006 • (enkaJ :Jlodba :Jutun

>

Vl;.JCF Beads of Hope
7;30 pm -8:30 pm Student Union 222

~ontact: Amber Ferguson - vucf_health@maif.ucf.edu
Please email Amber to RSVP.

')"
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3rd Homecoming Organizational Meeting
H l 1 am SU Garden Key AB
AH Event Applications are due
Homecom·ng.King andQueen Applications due by Spm

>.
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HASA Hispanic Heritage Month Forum On "A Day Without A Mexican"
7:30pm SU 221
•
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Search no n1ore! At long last, a pla ce yo u can c all yo u r h orne away f ron1

h o1~1e.

At Cabana Key, you ' l.l fee l confide.nt that

you're getting a quality honi.e, in a superb loca t ion a t t he b es l possib le price.

I!
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FROM THE ·$100s.

•

Close to UC F
Locate d in Tuscawilla
1\rii nu tes to rn a jor exprcss1.-vays
.Shopping b din ing jusl ininutcs
u.1-vay
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E
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Resort-st y le pool and nevd y
reno vuted clubhouse
O u tdoo r grilling a reas
Rel.axed, Key- VVest style
architec ture
Lu sh, tropical landscaping
1\11 u ch rr1ore

$1,0 0
Rooms to Go
Gift Card**

Brunel n e i,,v u:1rpe t [n g
Brand new co un te rtops
Brand ne\v Wh irlpoo l ·a pp lia rKes
Brand n evv c era 1n ic tile b a t hs,·
kitch e ns a n d e n try w<lys

with the purchase of a Cabana Key Condo
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3 780 Idlebrook Circle, · Casselberry, FL 32 70 2
( r

Oral representations cannot be relied l4JCl"I as COln!dly slatil\I the replllSelltations of the developer. for corred representations make reference to this brochure and to the documents required by section 718.503. Florida statutes. to be
fumished by the developer to a ~or lessee "l.ffMad ~oner Must use approved tender. All allowable costs ""Must mention this ad by Sept 30 2006 to be ehgible for gift card. Payment does not include taxes See sales center for details
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